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Territorial Engineer C- D. Miller For Keeping Howe in Session B
Back From a Long '
When Statesmen Wanted to
Take HolidayTrip.

Governor Mills returned yesterday
from Socorro where he attended the
commencement exercises of the New
Mexico School of Mines. The govern
or said he had a most enjoyable time,
Wednesday
stopping at Albuquerque
to attend the camp fire of the veter
ans and arriving at Socorro Thursday
where he visited the School of Mines
and met mapy of the residents of Socorro. The governor said he was well

impressed with the
road which is being substantially built.
"The country around Socorro Is looking very beautiful," said the governor, "and I was told that they had more
rain this season than in many years.
The green hills show its good effect.
is steadily improving
Socorro
and its progress is of the substantial
not mushroom order."
Discussing mines the governor said
that the Kelly mine is taking out a
large amount of ore and that the mining industry seems more prosperous
than ever before. A large amount of
zinc ore is being taken from the Kelly
district and experiments on a large
scale are being made to reduce ores in
the most economical manner. The
Merrttt mine near Socorro is opening up. A large amount of gold has
been taken from this mine which has
been sold to New York parties.
Socorro-Magdale-

Road to California.

The governor said that there is- - a
plan on foot for New Mexico, Arizona,
and California to form an "alliance"
to petition the U. S. government to
continue the Mogollon road west from
Socorro through Arizona and on to
California, ending near San Diego. A
convention will probably be held in
the near future and the governors of
the two territories and of the state
will appoint delegates who will arouse
enthusiasm over the project which
would bring thousands of tourists per
auto through New Mexico, Arizona
and on to California.

.

Mr. Miller Back.

Territorial Engineer Charles D.
Miller is back from a long tour on
good roads work. He went from Albuquerque to El Paso by buggy and has
given out several interviews on good
roads since be began this trip.
Reduces Stock.

certificate of amendment to articles of incorporation was filed in the
territorial secretary's office today by
the Union Trust Company of Roswell
reducing Its stock from $250,000 to
A

.

$100,000.

Balance in Treasuries.
Traveling Auditor C. V. Safford has
Issued a statement showing the financial condition of officers of county
treasurers at the close of business.
30. ChaveS pounty
again
April
leads with Bernalillo a close second.
The following is the statement, the
first figures showing receipts for the
.'month; the second, disbursements;
and the third the balance on May 1:
Bernalillo
$4082.98,
$17,761.75,
.

-

$63,384.29.

Chaves

$7,597.29,

$33,215.38,
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Fought Democrats Will Investigate to Heavy Task Before New Gov- They Declared It Absurd to Program Had Been Arranged
Beat the Band For Camernment to Suppress BriganTurn Hands of Time Back
Before Fifteen Judges
George Dixon, AssistMaterial.
a
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Centuries.
Rditsdage
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i
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington. D. C. May 20. What
was
is practically an ultimatum
served on the Senate today by tne
Democratic leaders of the House that
there must be e vote in the Senate at
this session on Canadian reciprocity,
or. the Farmers' free bill, and on the
revised wool tariff. Provided these
terms are met, the House will agree
to a recess from July 1 to October 1.
Otherwise the Senate will be held
In continuous session throughout the
"Dog days" by the Housel refusing to
adourn.
Recall Might Have Saved Rome.
Washington, D. C, May 20. " Expectations of the members of the
House whose hame3 are within reach
o Washington that they might spend
the week end with their families were
rudely shattered when it was decided that there should be a session toIt was the first Saturday sesday.
sion in many weeks and the statehood
resolution to admit Arizona and New
Mexico was the only business on the
calendar.
The measure will be- constantly before the House until Tuesday night when it wi" be called up
for passage. The Senate was not in

RATES

PERJURY CATTLE

SIRICT SUNDAY

8-- 1

o Technicalities

-

Governor Mills has appointed William H. Mores of Gallup, McKinley
county and William Watson of White
Oaks, Lincoln county, notaries public.
Incorporation.
of Incorporation were
Articles
mea today in the territorial secre
tary's office, by the Monument Sheep
Company at Carlsbad, naming George
M. Cooke statutory agent. The com
pany is incorporated at $25,000 con
sisting of 250 shares at 100 each. The
incprporators are George' M. Cooke, 48
shares; William H. Hull 1 share, and
William A. Craig, 1 share.
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Also Is Forging Ahead
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rors For Him
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$19,515.15,

Curry

$4,900.93,

$14,909.38,
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Dona

Ana

$13,896.95,

Grant

$4,250.14,

Guadalupe

$23,982.51,

,

$44,661.80.

.

$29,737.81,

$1,726.65,

..

$3,460.31,

n

.

Lincoln

$641.47,

$5,044.82,

$47,488,-17-

.

Luna $385.91, $10,485.27,
$51,413,-.20.
McKinley, $652.53, $1,925.03,
$11,.
'
051.56.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

z

sight-seein-

g

Mora

$4,119.53,

$8,049.88,-

-

$17,412,--

56.

Otero
161.44.

Quay

$3,103.11,

$13,005.82,

$23,416.91,

$18,634.00,

y

$12,

r

',

Arriba $4,143,10,
$7,615.47.
Rlq,
$42,307.08.
Roosevelt $3,101.14, $6,689.90, 21,
619.08.
Sandoval $3,704.14, $3,236.63,
,
',
619.08.
San Juan $2,636.39, $3,517.41,
-v
002.55.
San Miguel $4,074.99,
$14,97; :.96,
$42,999.48.
Santa ?e $36,636.87, $841.33,
$20,225.01.
$4,969.-67- ,
$25,199.67;
$983.26.
$21,213.36.
Socorro $70,194.26, $8,985.59,
$19,.

9irra

-

.

.
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The closing exercises of the scholasNorNogales, Sonora, Mex., May 20. j Atlantic City, N. J May 2'). The tic year at the
Washington, May 20. Congressmen
who get in to see President Taft these Provisional Governor Bonilla of Sina- - report of the committee on Sabbath mal school tool: place on Thursday,
days are not surprised to learn tbatjloa, arrived here today, as special
observance, with most stringent rec- May IS, in the Normal school building
is not worrying about the date ofjvoy from Madero. and proceeded ommendations, aroused an animated at Kl Rito. Rio Arriba county.
adjournment. While all Washington southward toward Hermosillo to no- - discussion in Presbyterian general asAlthough a considerable number of
is sizzling with the thermometer tify the'revolutionists that an armis sembly today. Many ministers op- the students had left in advance, in oraround 100 the president's office shows tice had been proclaimed. The train posed what they called an attempt to der to assist their families in agricula temperature of about eighty. The sent out yesterday over the Southern go backward two centuries ond im- tural work, or in the pressing busipresident sits over a Jon of ice each Pacific railroad got only as far as pose a real old "blue law Sabbath" ness of the lambing season, yet, a sufday, for the White Hotise refrigerating Qtierbabi, 175 kilometers south of here on the twentieth century.
They ficient number remained to give interplant is just beneath his desk. The and Bonilla may not be able to reach were for a sane Sunday, they said, est to the occasion. As usual, the peo-- .
cooled air is forced into the room by Hermosillo.
but not so striut a one as the report pie of Rio Arriba county were repreManuel
fans. If it comes to a struggle beMascarenas,
sented in the audience to show their
grand jury.
provisional called for.
of Sonora; arrived totween congress and the president, Mr.
Won ttn Technicalities.
The barring of traveling on Sunday, appreciation of the institution and the
Cincinnati, May 20. Cox was in- Taft will have an aid in the hot day from the American side of the line buying things because you happened progress of the students.
and asked for permission to send an to want
dicted February 21 and his case has weather.
Hon. 1. Bradford Prince, president,
them, even if they were
envoy to notify the rebel bands near
been fought before fifteen judges of
Investigate to Beat the Band.
and having no hot meals so of the board of trustees, presided; and
the common plea's, circuit and suWashington, May . 20. The investi- Nogales of the armistice. He had a your servants could rest, was declar- Colonel Venresluo Jaramillo, the acwas much in
tive secretary-treasurepreme courts of Ohio, the battle of gations Into the departments of gov stormy session with General Ojeda, ed to be absurd.
when Cox, ernment instituted at the outset of the commandante of the garrison, but
technicalities starting
evidence. The program had been arOthers
in
ol
favor
spoke
earnestly
charging prejudice, swore off the the Democratic House have begun the latter eventually gave permission
ranged by Mrs. George Dixon, the askeeping the Sabbath as the com- sistant
bench Judge Frank Gorman of the to take shape and today plans for for the dispatching of a courier.
principal, with her usual good
mandments ordered and the report
Federals Evacuate Cuautla.
criminal bench of the court of com- holding hearings with relation to the
taste. The exercises were brief and
mon pleas. The indictments charged state, postoffice, Interior, and treasCuernavaca, Max., May 19, (delayed with its eleven stringent resolutions did not differ materially from those
The federal- garri- was adopted.
that in testifying before the grand ury departments were discussed by in transmission.)
Profesusual on similar occasions.
Cox declared he had re- the party leaders. These, with
the son under Colonel Muuguia today was
Among the resolution embodied in sor Martin, the principal, presented to
jury in 1906,
'
ceived no money paid by various special investigations into the United forced to evacuate Cuautla, 20 miles the report was one that college pres- the trustees a list of students who had
banks to the county treasurer as States Steel Corporation and the southeast of here, after a fierce four idents and faculties be required
to attended during the year, with th?
"gratuities" for deposits of county American Sugar Refining Company, it days battle with a force of rebels com- abolish Monday morning recitations length of attendance of each. There
funds, the existence of these gratuities was declared, will undoubtedly be in manded by Colonel Zapata. The fed- so that students would not have to had been a brief interruption in the
having been brought out by a legisla- progress f throughout the summer, erals retreated to this city, where study on Sunuay.
winter, on account of the prevalence
session- today.
Public officials are urged to do of a mild type of smallpox in El Rito,
The whether congress is In session or not. they arrived tonight. The rebels
tive investigating committee.
snowed great bravery and are said their full duty In enforcing Sunday which required the vaccination of all
New Cattle Rates Suspended.
All the arguments made against grand jury, in January 1911, however,
to have lost over one hundred men closing laws and Sunday
D.
had
C.,; May
information
that
that
it
charged
Washington,
newspapers the pupils and the temporary absence
the recall of judges by popular vote
of some.
are denounced.
among the great meat packing killed and wounded.
could be made with equal force he did receive interest money from two
all interests of the midflle west of disdifferent
in
Rebels
President Prince announced that
treasurers,
The
Use
United
States
amounting
is
government
Dynamite.
to
the
elect judges to
against
proposal
in freight rates on cattle
crimination
$66,000.
each
student who had been present at
also
so
asked
to
in
time
that
r.rrange
19.
Mex.,
Cuernavaca,
at popular elections, said RepresentaFriday, May
The court holds that in calling Cox as between the big packers, have led The rebels
ol peace no warships journeying up recitation for at least two months
attacked
tive Hardy of Texas in the House to- before
the
repeatedly
the grand jury in 1906 and com- the interstate commerce, commission federal defense and
would receive a certificate of attendeventually the and down the coast will have to move ance. He also announced that thi
day in support of the Arizona-Nepelling him' to testify and then indict- to undertake a complete threshing out government troops, unable from wear- on Sunday.
Mexico statehood resolution.
Mr.
next annual term would commence on
ing him for perjury because of that of the whole question of live stock
Hardy declared that Rome had the testimony, there was a violation of rates from the west and southwest. As iness and loss of sleep, to withstand
September 5, being the first Tuesday
the
assaults
retired from
recall up to the time Caesar had re- his constitutional
a step toward this investigation, Cuautla, making longer,
in that month.
rights.
their escape through
fused to be recalled from beyond the
which probably will not be complete!! a viaduct. The federal loss was
Some short addresses were made,
IS
Alps and from that moment Rome
until next fall, the cqmmission today killed. The rebels used
congratulations were exchanged on
dynamite
lost her former liberty.
froni
May 24 to September bombs with which they blew up many
suspended
the amount of public land appropriatDefenders of New Mexico.
21, next, proposed new, rates from Fort ot the
ed to the institution by the new state
principal
BODY
buildings.
Worth and other Texas points to OklaSpecial to the New Mexican '
constitution and on the good work
It is feared that. Zapata will " fol
homa City.
of the school notwithstanding Its limlow up his advantage and march upWashington, D. C., May 20. Repre
:fj
One of the points in controversy In- on Cuernavaca. 'Orders
n
ited means; and the
sentative Mann,, Republican of Illinois,
have been Isvolves the authority of the committee sued to
made a two hours legal and logical
the fortifications In Forest Ranger Makes Grue- Normal school ended the second year
strengthen
to suspend a new rate which is a re- the streets here.
speech on the rights, powers 'and priv
some Discovery on Gallina of its existence.
duction from the existing rate. This
ileges of the United States, states, terLooks Ominous.
Owing to the absence of some of the
ritories, Congress, and of Congress ov Certain to Receive Republi particular question will be taken up
Mountain
Mexico City, May 20. The change
trustees, and the desire 'to have a
er the territories. He said he was
Monday.
in the plans of General Reyes, in deunanimous attendance at the annual
can Nomination and That
opposed to the recall of judges at any
, The Morris
and Sulzberger packing laying his departure from Havana to
meeting, when many important mattime, place or occasion. The judges
at
interests have located large plants
Means Election
this city, came as a surprise to his
'8 COMB ONLY GLUE ters are to be considered, the trusshould be free, independent, honest.
Oklahoma City. They claim now that friends, a large number of whom have
tees' meeting was adjourned to Santa
At the close of his remarks he re
they are being discriminated against already gathered at Vera Cruz to welKe, to a date when all can be present.
ceived hearty applause from both sides SOUTH UNO WEST
by the railroads on cattle rates from come him. It also appears that the Two Bullets Fired in Back of
FOR
of the house. Olmstead. Republican.
Texas points and that cheaper rates interruption in the home coming of the
APPEAL HEARD AGAINST
Skull Which Was Then
is now making the best legal and
are quoted' from Texas to Chicago former secretary of war was not
MORMON SILVER SERVICE.
Severedconstitutional speech of the whole National Committeeman Powell than from Texas to Oklahoma City.
known to foreign minister de la Barra.
statehood fight. He said that after a.
The foreign minister, who, late last
Delegation of Utah Women Objects to
Clayton Pledges Southern
careful examination of the New Mexi
to expect General
A woman's hair comb found under!
HEAT EAST,
night, appeared
INSUFFERABLE
Picture of Brigham Young
co constitution with those of other
Delegates.
SNOW AND FROST WEST. Reyes to arrive here on Sunday or a tree ten feet away from the decapl-- i
on Platter.
is
of
one
the best in the union
states, it
Monday, today declined to discuss the tated body of a man 6 feet tall, may
and the taxation provisions, and the ( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican ) Weather Bureau Promises Relief To- change of plans.
prove a possible clue to solving a mur (By Special Leased Wlm to New Mexican)
corporation commission are the best
der mystery which was disclosed toD. C, May 20. Refrom Hot Wave East of
Peace Proclamation Necessary.
Washington,
night
Washington, D. C, May 20. An apin the Union, that onslaughts and bit
20.
day by a letter to forestry officials re- peal has been taken to congress from
Committeeman
National
FrancisDr.
Mex.,
May
Juarez,
Mississippi.
ter attacks against the New Mexico publican
co Vasquez Gomez, 'head of the rebel ceived this morning.
Powell Clawton of Arkansas, who
the navy department by
constitution are absolutely- unfounded
The writer of the letter is Arthur who have protested to the government
House today, (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) peace commission today said that it
White
at
called
the
and unwarranted. New Mexico is
W.
.Temez
for against the acceptance of the silver
Syper, a ranger of the
that some anthat he would get
told the
Washington, D. C, May 20. Relief seemed necessary
gaining many friends on both sides the entirepresident
Southern delegation in tonight from the hot wave was prom- nouncement or declaration of peace est, who says that on Thursday, May service for the new battleship Utah,
of the house.
.
the next RepuMican National Con ised by the weather bureau today to should be made at once. He intimated 11, while riding with an assistant one piece of which bears the likeness
"'
Reduction in Wool Tariff.
IKa nnnnirv 9Bt if tha AT eataalnni i that this might be done some time ranger on Gallinas mountain. 18 miles of Brigham Young.
A delegation of
vention.
Washington, May 20. Democratic
Frosts were reported this morning in today after a conference with federal from the town of Gallina, Rio Arriba women from Utah was given a hearThe Favorite In West.
comof
raw
advocates
free
wool have
Dr. Gomez believes county, his horse suddenly shied anil ing in executive, session in which the
envoy Carbajai.
New York, N. Y., 'May 20. Charles Wyoming and Western Colorado.
the headless mattef was urged on the committee.
pletely surrendered, it was declared P. Taft today declared that the ReA heavy snowfall is reported from that a manifesto advising the rebel investigation showed
when the house, ways and means com
chiefs that peace is assured is neces- body of a man lying In the sand.
The committee was told that the pro- would elect a president Denver and Laramie.
publicans
mittee today continued the work of next
Not far away was the head or skull testants had been unable to get any
sary to prevent the army from be.
more than hinted that
Five Die fn Philadelphia.
and
year
for the flesh had disappeared and the promise of action from the navy derevising the tariff on wool.
the successful candidate would be his
Philadelphia, May 20. Yesterday coming restless. Those not on the
Members of the committee, who had brother. In reply to a question was the hottest May 19 in the history ground and in touch with the progress skull showed two bullet holes in the partment and insisted on congress
The of negotiations might feel disposed to back. One of the bullets was what is taking cognizance of the situation.
been, fighting against Chairman "Un- whether President Taft would be of the weather bureau here.
called a metal patch bullet or sort of They said the
subscribderwood and Speaker Clark to place
and
he said, maximum temperature was 91 de- prosecute the rebellion, he stated.
a dumdum bullet. No hat or coat ed as liberally for the service as did
Reyes Fears Anarchy.
raw wool on the free list were said "Well, if I saiu I thought so, you grees. Five deaths and many prosHavana, May 20. "My supreme de- was found and in the clothes no papers the Mormon 8 and that they had no
to have agreed to the retention of a would think I am prejudiced, but let trations from heat were, reported.
sire at the present moment," said the were, discovered which would lead to idea the gift was. to symbolize Mor
,
reduced duty. Hail Sweeps Boone.
me tell you that everything in the
.
former
secretary of war, General the manVidentity or occupation. Only monism.
Though the exact rates to be assess West is indicative of his being the - Boone, Iowa, May 20. A terrific
"is that by concentrating the a few matches were in the pockets.
Reyes,
ed on raw wool and manufactured, ar favorite among businessmen."
hail storm swept this district yesterFurther examination showed that EMPEROR WILLIAM AND
various factions and arriving
at
ticles have not been disclosed, the
day afternoon, causing heavy dam- agreements between the revolutionists
the man wore a large shoe, probably
PARTY LEAVE ENGLAND.
tentative bill to be submitted to the
to
trees.
fruit
age
and the government which demands a .number ten. He was a blonde and
FAVOR
in
Democratic caucus probably would be FRENCH SOLIALISTS
Prostrations
,
Chicago,
Many
above all else, supreme sacrifices on evidently an American.
TAFT ARBITRATION.
Gernvn Visitors Seem to Have Had
a flat revenue measure with raw wool
Chicago, May 20. The fifth day of both sides, there may be established
Find a Comb.
Good Time and Spent Spare
cut about fifty per cent or more and
with the mercury a
extreme
the
heat,
Under a tree ten feet away was
Jusserand Forwards Text
. Time
peace, but not a peace which for
the manufactured articles reduced Ambassador
is
around
91,
hovering1
promised
by
the lack of the binding character of its found a woman's side comb which may
to Paris It Was Drafted By ,.
from fifty 'to sixty per cent, dependbureau
to
United
States
the
end
the
.V
terms, may prove full of dangers for lead to the discovery of the "woman iBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Secretary Knox.. ,
ent on the decision of the committee
hot spell.,
the. future even to the point of threat In the case."
U)iidon, May 20. Emperor William,
as to how low the figure can go withA theory of suicide seems untenable Empress Auguste and Princess Vic'Sweltering Day in Cleveland.
Wire to icew Mexican)
Leased
us with anarchy."
Special
(By
ening
out seriously impairing the revenues.
Cleveland20.
yesCleveland,.
May
not only from the position of the toria Louise left London today to reReyes Desires Only Peace.
Paris, May 20. J. J. Jusserand, the
A lively discussion of the bill Is ex
Havana, Cuba, May 20. General bullets but from the fact that the join the imperial yacht at Sherness,
French ambassador at Washington, is terday passed another sweltering day,
the
in
Democratic
caucus.
pected
official maximum temperature be- Bernardo Reyes, the Mexican
man's head was severed from his body. from which port they will depart for
forwarding by mail the American text the 83
Notifies Coroner.
degrees, while uown in the ister of war., today made a formal dec
of the proposed arbitration treaty be- ing
home tomorrow after an apparently
Ranger Sypher notified the coroner heartily enjoyed visit to the British
tween the United States and Great streets unofficial thermometers reg- laration to the Associated iPress that
his supreme desire is for binding at Gallina and on Saturday a week capital. The Imperial visitors spent
Britain and France, which was sub- istered 98.
WIGGINS TRIAL WILL
Ten Degrees Drop.
the week here more like tourists than
peace, which can be secured only by ago today Constable Juan Ignacio
mitted to the ambassador by Secretary
CLOSE TONIGHT.
held an inquest and decided that members of the royalty, having de- Chicago, 111., May 20. Refreshing the laying aside of all personal and
The French
Knox on Wednesday,
this afternoon took the place partisan pretensions on the part ot the unidentified man was an American vo'ed all spare time to
opinion is one of extreme gratifica- breeze 'death-dealinSpecial to the New Mexican.
hot spell which both the government and revolution- and had met death by either a pistol
of
the
on
is
the
same
France
tion
that
placed
King George and Queen Mary,
20.
Las
The
;
Vegas, May
been the rule ists. Reyes is awaiting further off- or a rifle bullet fired In the back of
a
has
week
for
In
the
with other members of royal
as
arbitration
nearly
basis
England
trtal of .Joe Wiggins, charged .
,
in this section of the country.
The icial information on the Mexican situa- his head.
families in lxmdon, bade farewell to
with kidnaping baby Waldo
proposals.
the coronet-nea- the imperial family at the railroad stav Ranger Syper notified
The .'. Socialists have frequentlj drop in temperature averaged about tion before leaving for home.
which has aroused
Rogers,
Gallina is missing and much in- tion. Big crowds gave the emperor
"I want a strong and firm peace that
lauded In parliament America's ad- ten degrees.
keen interest here, will probamust have all of our best efforts and terest is aroused In this murder mys- r.nd empress a hearty sendoff.
vance in the movement for unrestrictbly close tonight. Mrs. A. T.
X- ed arbitration and consequently, SMALL NEW YORK
intentions, for which we must lay tery which presents the rare feature
Rogers, mother of the, kldnap-BANK CLOSED UP. aside all personal and partisan preten- of the victim having been shot and COMMENCEMENT OF SCHOOL.
should the government' ministers faved child, was on the stand this
sions. That Is the only way by which then decapitated perhaps to render
OF MINES AT SOCORRO.
or the scheme, it is expected to have
piorning and identified the letKnickerbocker Savings and Loan Com we can safeguard the Immense volume difficult his identification.
the support of the Socialist party.
ter of instructions sent her
Those who have seen the body exof foreign capital which in various
Two young men graduated from the
pany Seems to Be in Financial
about the child. , The letter
v
forms has been Invested In our coun- pressed the opinion that the body may New Mexico School of Mines at SocorTrouble,
has never been published and
"FOREST FIRES ARE
for ro this week, after a most successful
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) try and that alone will renew the have lain on Gallina' mountain
v
was filled with violent and un.
RAGING IN JAPAN. (By
New York, May 20. The Knicker splendid advance In the direction of six months or more which would in- year for the institution, whose enrollcouth language. This letter
(By Special Leased Wire, to New Mexican) bocker
Sayings and Loan Company progress and enable us in this ad- dicate that the murder may have been ment was sixty as against 30 pupils
is said to hare been written by X
Toklo, May 20. Forest fires In
committed In December.
three years ago. The graduates this
Will Rogers. A. T. HogeW X Hokkaido, the northernmost of jthe closed, its doors this morning follow vance to effect our evolution in favor
year were: Earl G. Morgan of Penn
the father of the kidnaped X islands of Japan, are devastating a lng an examination made by Superin of a true Democracy.
"In the present dispute there have SMALLPOX AND BUBONIC
tendent of Banks Cheney. Cheney
sylvania, and Paul J. Stein of El Paso.
baby was also on the stand i'X vast territory of the Island. A num- would throw no
PLAGUE IN CHINA. President Anlceto C. Abeytla, presenton
the
been,
many
unfavorable
light
I
but
failure,
events,
'i
this
morning. :
g ber of villages have been destroyed. which is a small one, other than to observe with satisfaction that the na- (By Special Leasee Wire to New Mexican) ed the diplomas. Charles L. Harrang-to- n
'
The evidence is piling up '.
Troops have been called out and say that "this action was necessary tional army, although considered defiof Roswell won the C. T, Brown
Amoy, China,. May 20. Forty-thre- e
against Wiggins, and the ex- the because of discoveries made yester cient in force, has remained Arm in deaths from the bubonic plague and medal for the best year's work In
every available man' Is
convict .will probably be put X flames.' It Is impossible fighting
to estimate day during the course of the regulsfe its post of honor and that the conduct six deaths from smallpox are report- wet and fire assaying. Governor Mills
...
on tne stana tnis evening.
,
'
,
I
i
fatalities or th -examination
jg the number of
ed during the two weeks ending on made an eloquent and practical
conaucieuJ uj me imnaingi
X X X X X
X X
X
X
'amount of damage.
, ,
(Continued on Page eight.)
Friday.
department"
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Cincinnati, Ohio, May 20. Motions
to quash the perjury indictments
against George B. Cox, banker and
Republican political leader, made bj
his attorneys two weeks ago, were
granted by the common pleas court.
The Indictments were found defective
in substance, this phase of the deci
sion operating to free Cox not only
from the indictments in question, but
also from reindictment on the same
set of aliased facts by any subsequent

-

$6,315.00,

by-Mr-

-

.

Colfax

5

1

A

i
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well had his right leg and Mrs. Bur-weher left arm broken. Owing to
their great age the shock and the
time necessary to secure medical help
the injuries- are considered very serious.
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Stop Experimenting!
Take a 'Cascaref

The Little Store

Nearly all our ills come through
active liver and bowels. Millions of folks keep feeling
good with Cascarets.

in- -

i Established

Mothers

.

'The Best

f

1903

Cl!

BROS.

Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

after-effect-

IT

1.

GO

stores.

W

LOUIS

ill

W

Boy's Blouses
home sewing can

Eriewl

I

mi

pro-

duceare made by

ex-

pert workers under ideal
are
factory conditions
,
COITeCt as tO Style and
fit and-a- re
guaranteed.

CorAgents for Warner's
sets. Prices $1.00 to $5.00.
We carry all the newest

Btyles- -

Something new In Boys'
Blouses and Shirts from
50c to $1.25.
Guaranteed to Wear.

i

M

P.O.

,

NAPOLEON

1

are better blouses than

Mother's

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
'

Incorporated

Wm

No young woman, in the joy of

Locked Three Days in Saloon.
coming motherhood, should neglect
James Crowley of Albuquerque, an to prepare, her system for the phys- actor, was locked up for three days in ical ordeal she is to undergo. The
health of both she and her coming
One must keep the bowels clean. a Juarez saloon last week while
child depends largely upon the care
Do it just the same as you keep your battle was raging.
she bestows upon herself during the
DENVER BREAD
skin cleaa Not by severe applicaMothers Friend
Albuwaiting months.
More
Three
Crews
at
Engine
But
rare
intervals.
tions, applied at
the
mother's sys
expectant
prepares
querque.
by gentle and regular efforts. It pays
I
The Santa Pe has located three more tem for the coming event, and its use
immensely.
crews at Albuquerque, order- makes her comfortable during all the
They engine
Many people dread physic.
them
from El Paso to the Duke term. It works with and for nature,
ing
cathartbink of castor oil, of salts and
and by gradually expanding all tisCity.
s
tics. They shrink from the
sues, muscles and tendons, involved,
So
and weakness.
and keeping the breasts in good congriping
Robbed.
Homesteader
at
Stanley
dition, brings the woman to the crisis
they postpone, the dose until they are
work
of
set
Sneak thieves took a
costive or billious. Then they do the harness and 100
of seed beans in splendid physical condition. The
pounds
cleaning in a heroic way. That is all from the barn of Mrs. J. R. Thomp baby too is more apt to be perfect and
wrong.
son near Stanley, southern Santa Fe strong where the mother has thus
prepared herself for nature's supreme
Cascarets are a gentle laxative. county.
function. No better advice could be
They are just s effective as anything
are
And
given a young expectant mother than
more
natural.
and
they
else,
Sane Fourth in Meadow City.
that she use Mother's Friend : it is a
pleasant a candy. They are made
Las Vegas will have a sane Fourth medicine that has
proven its value in
to carry with you. Take one just as of July celebration, the city ordinance
of
thousands
You'll
know.
it.
neea
soon
as
40.
you
crackNo.
Fe.
Santa
fire
of
Southern Comer Plaza,
Telephone
against the discharging
cases. Mother's
The result is your bowels are always ers, etc., and also against their sale, Friend is sold at
best.
at
feel
You
your
always
being very strict.
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. active.
WE GIVE REGISTER
Cascarets.
drug
box of
Try a
Write for free
You'll never again go without them.
Banker Takes Wife W. H. Har- book for expect
rington, cashier of the San Juan ant mothers which contains much
NOCTURNES.
County National Bank at Farmington, valuable information, and many sugwas married this week to Mrs. Iver
Now cometh
night,
gestions of a helpful nature.
E. Hunt. , The couple went to the
BRADF1ELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Co.
maid of Sleep,
Tiptoeing down the dwindling paths Pacific coast on a wedding trip.
of day,
Perry accompanied a party in autoEXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
Two Suits on Notes.
Bearing above her garb demure
mobiles to Tia Juana and into Lower
In district court at Albuquerque, California. Mr. Perry arrived in Tia
and gray
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES
suit has been filed against Severo Juana
The tiny candles given her to keep,
twodays after the big battle
Eve's curtain drawn, she lifts ,her Sanchez on note for $2S0 alleged to m tnat vicinity.
De aue ana also against J. t. unaves
arms to sweep
The cloud of hair from her pale and Melquiades Marino for $ 100, also American military authorities at their
on note.
brow away.
own risk and from all accounts there
She threads her needle with a silis more or less real risk in going into
Unconscious Five Days Ella Wier, that section.
ver ray
PHONE 191 BLACK
Of moonlight, and with stUches long aged ten years, who, with five others,
"I had an extended conservation
was thrown out of a buggy at Tucum-car- i with General Pryce, the Englishman,
and deep '
while' on a picnic, has been who is at the head of a force of two
She mends the robes of slumber.
aroused from unconsciousness
that or three hundred Mexicans in that disFold on fold,
It is now thought trict, said Mr. Perry yesterday. "I
She wraps it round her mistress lasted five days.
she will recover, although her skull was quite unfavorably impressed with
and her queen.
the general and his answers to various
Till hush and dark her regal is fractured.
questions went chiefly to indicate that
dreams emprize,
you
x
he and his men are fighting not for
Graduated.
to
Thirty-sihold
out
maid
the
little
slips
Softly
Thirty-sistudents graduated, this any particular movement but for themWith random Morpheus tryst upon
week from the New Mexico College of selves and it amounts practically to
the green,
a
systematized looting as far as I was
her
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at
his
And
close,
breast,
upon
en
to ascertain. , "Are you fighting
able
John
delivered
Powers,
park.
weary eyes!
an address on "The College Man in to make Lower California independ.be
He said no, and
It is the hour when clock and chanti- Politics," and James Rice of El Paso, ent?" I asked Pryce.
also answered in the negative when I
on "Facing the Future."
cleer,
asked him if he had an ambition to
Midnight forgotten, oversleep the
power.
secede and make Lower California a
in
Las
Saloons.
Gamblng
Vegas
dawn;
You
price When dewdrops stay the flanks of Vincent Truder, a Las Vegas sa part of the United States.
loonkeeper, in district court, yesterhare and fawn,
for
on
And roses blink at morning through day pleaded guilty to keeping gam
$100 Reward $100.
bling paraphernalia in his saloon and
a tear.
The readers of this paper will be
It is the hour when hush and vigil permitting gambling. Alejandro Tor- pleased to learn that there is at least
FRANK F. GORMLEY,
res, another saloonkeeper,
pleaded one dreaded disease that
clear
science
I not guilty to the charge and will be has been able to cure
So
of
world
music.
The
every
in all its
6619
Phone Black
Santa Fe, N. M.
tried.
pawn
Hall's
stages, and that is Catarrh.
One hour of dreams to watch the
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
Pankey Ships Cattle.
coming on
Catarrh being a constitutional disease.
B. F. Pankey will ship four car
Of 3unrise to your dreams of morning
a constitutional treatment.
load3 of cattle from his ranges near requires
dear;
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
The first deep sighs, like lilies in Lamy to his ranch in Chase county, ly, acting directly upon the blood and
Kansas. Mr. Pankey owns 85,000 mucous surfaces of the system, thereyour breast.
Stir from the snow, and watch your acres at the former place and 10,000 by destroying the foundation of the
at the latter. He fattens his range disease, and giving the patient
covered eyes
Awake to purple violets from the cattle in Kansas during the summer strength by building up the constitufor the Kansas City fall market. Mr. tion and
dew;
assisting nature in doing
To feel your arms, the ferns of Pankey is a member of the constitu its work.
The proprietors have so
tional convention,
cattle sanitary much faith in its curative powers
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
spring's unrest,
Reach up unto the call of golden board and is slated to be the first sen- that they offer One Hundred Dollars
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
ator from- Santa Fe county. Moriarty for
skies,
any case that' it fails to cure.
And draw the smile of heaven Messenger.
Send for list of testimonials. Address
Fe
The only exclusive grain house in
down to you!
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
NO GRADUATES FROM
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Aloy3ius Coll in Columbian.
ALBUQUERQUE INDIAN SCHOOL.
Pills for
Take Hall's

1856.

j

-

Box 219

Phone No. 36
ft

S

3

Groceries and Delicatessen

fffj

When the dry spell comes
. this summer
will need
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
crops. When these
connected to
gines are not pumping they can
run
will
it cheaper than
any other machine and
running it by hand
can have complete information and
an outfit suitable
your work by applying

x

Me-sill-

to the agent.

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

Flour Hav, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ONLY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.

Phone 14.

Santa

Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of boilding material

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

TH0VUS R DELQAD0, Mgr.

t

High Wind Prevents Field Day Exer
cises Superintendent Visits
Lower California.
Albuquerque, N. M., 'May 20. That

THE STATE

V

"General Pryce" the Britisher at the
Hermit Club Disbands.
head of a group of insurrectos in Low
The Hermit Club at Las Vegas, er California is not fighting for the
which succeeded the Beavers, has dis- cause of Madero or
anything else but
banded.
the case of General Pryce is the opin
ion of Superintendent Reuben Perry
Marriage License Granted.
of the Albuquerque government InA marriage license has been issued dian school who has
returned with
at Las Vegas to Avelian Crespin, aged Mrs. Perry from a just
trip to southern
and
21,
Santiago Miranda, aged 25, California. While on the coast, Mr.
both of Emplazada.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Two Feet Cut Off Henry Richardson of Roswell, a Santa Fe brakeman, PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to cure
case of Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Prj
had both feet cut oft while near Ros any
truding Piles In 6 to 14 days or money reHe was taken to the company funded, 60e.
well.
hospital at Albuquerque where he died
yesterday.

by Horse Neal Hart
zell was thrown from a horse at
Raton and was unconscious for two
hours. ' He was taken to the Miners'
Hospital and will recover.
Boy Thrown

Runs Bank Full

The

"Rio

oal

W. H. KERR
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed on
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

SANTA FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

14

.

Store.

TAILOR.

look's Pharmacy

WINDS

CERRILLOS

Lump

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. A 8. F. Depot.

Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone 85

85

CAIE

MIX

Modern Residences for Rent.

Julius Muralter

-

YANKEEfc

Improved and unimproved City Properly, Orchards
and Rancl.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanoIa Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards en the Tesuque at a Bargain.

CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews

Wood

RATON

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Goal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

rnn
rUIV

Grande is reported to be running Regular Meals 25 Cents
bank full at the Elephant Buttes. At
Short Order at all Hours
Anthony and El Vado it has spread
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
over the railroad tracks.
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
New York Chop Suey 60c. who does
General Viljoen Offered JobGenyour Cleaning and Pressing
eral B. J. Viljoen, the Boer farmer,
and those who are best satisfied with
has been - offered a professorship in
their orders in that line will surely
the Mexican War College at
refer you to us. We nave built up a
work
reputation for doing high-clas- s
Bernalillo Game Census.
in a short time and at a very moderate
Deputy Game Warden Roy Stamm is
charge. We are pleased to receive
taking a game census of Bernalillo For Best
Work
family trade, and assure you before
Laundry
county to determine the location of
hand of complete satisfaction.
wild game in that jurisdiction.
Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
101 Washington Ave
Taken to Hospital.
Ueturns Thursday and Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Burwell, both aged 70,
of Cleveland, Ohio, were seriously and AGENCY AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
perhaps fatally injured in a runaway
MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT
in the Petrified Forest, Arizona, and
were taken to the Santa Fe hospital Pheiifl Red No. 23 Phone Red No. 23
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues
at Albuquerque yesterday. Mr. Bur- -

MARCH

Phone 213

Phone

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

OPEN DAY. AND NIGHT.

La Salle Restaurtan

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

Ask Yourselves

Imperial Laundry

30 H. P.

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Family

River

RIDE IN THE MOON

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

-

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, baddie

CALL

UP

"Phone 9

CHA5. CL0S50N

Kali

fee

kMjGi

Am

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

Zook--

s

Pharmacy
Phone 213
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THE PROPER COURSE

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on tne arrival et
the north bound train and arrival at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles snorter than any
war-- Good covered hack and good
teams.
Ttilne 4en to 1jT.3c jta

otr

FARE

ST S5.00

We Have Built Up

Every Santa Fe Citizen.
Is
How to act in an emergency
Information of Priceless Value to
knowledge of inestimable worth, and
this Is particularly true of the disease
and Ills of the human body. If you
suffer with backache, urinary disorders, or any form of kidney trouble,
the advice contained in the following
statement will add
valuable asset
to your store of knowledge. What
could be more convincing proof of the
efficiency of Doan's Kidney Pills than
the statement of Santa Fe citizens
who have been permanently cured?
Mrs. Bernarda D. de Escudero, 106
Griffin St.. Santa Fe, N. M., cays: "I
hold just as high an opinion ct Doan's
Kidney Pills today, as when I publicly
recommended them in January, 1907.
For about a year I was bothered by
a dull ache and reakness across my
loins and kidneys. I tried easily and
any exertion brought on severe pains
In my back. Hearing Doan's Kidney
Pills highly spoken of, I was induced
to try them. The result proved beyond a doubt that Doan's Kidney Pills
live up to representations. The cure
remedy
and positive relief this
brought, has led me to praise it on
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Mllbur-n
New Tork, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
--

WE HANDLE LUMBER

in large quantities and have every
modern facility for turn! thing
very best rough or dressed

the

Lumber

For quick returns and big results
try a New Mexican Want Ad.

of every description. We are thus
enabled to make the very heat prices
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the
for Lumber of such high grade.
kind of help to neutralize aud
We will be pleased to figure on your right
remove the poisons that cause bark
contracts.
and
ache, headache, nervousness,
other kidney and bladder ailments.
For sale by all druggists.

Charles W. Dudrow

PIAN05 7 PIANOS

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and
Arizona.
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-dema- n
Co. will meet every customer
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple ?nd satThis firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
learnArd-lindeman- n
CO,

Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.

Learnard-Lindeman-

.

n

Jesse-Frenc-

The Square Music Dealers
:: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

1400

Mexico.
University of New
N. M.
(

QUALITIES OF
GOOD AMERICANS
Dr. Garrison Tells Indian
Graduates How to Be
Real Citizens
MANY

ATTENDED

Summer School, 1911.

ill PL EX SLOCKj

1

Aerial Transportation

EXERCISES

TRIPLEX

Addreis by Miss Teodora Lopez
Was Particularly

undertake."
Thus spoke Dr. W. E. Garrison
president of the New Mexico College
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, in
an adress to the graduates of the U.
S Indian Industral School last night.
And then, at the conclusion of his
address, he presented to each of the
eleven, eight boys and three girls, a
certificate of proficiency in whatever
branch of work they had taken at
the school.
The exercises were exceedingly in
On
teresting and largely attended.
the stage in the chapel was seated
Clinton J. Crandah, superintendent of
the school; Dr. Garrison; Suierintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark,
and the graduates.
The boys looked very neat in their military costumes and the girls were pretty in
their dresses of spotless white.
In
the audience were not only pupils of
the school but their relatives
and
friends, including one good old chief
with a dazzling necklace and other
Indians of low r degree from the
The teachers, too, were
pueblos.
seen, and must have viewed the exercises with great satisfaction, for
these teachers have labored hard for
the past year in drilling and teach
ing the Indian boys and girls who are
wards of Uncle Sam.
The program opened with a concert
by the school band and It lasted half
an hour. Then the school sang "Jolly Boys," after which Clinton J. Cran- dall, Jr., sang a tenor solo :"A Night
on the Stormy Deep," which was ex

BLOCKS
"Brown-hoist- "

trolleys and running on an overhead track
have reduced the problems
of short lifts and hauls
to the simplest form.
With this system, one
man, alone, can lift and
move all loads up to ten

Use the training that you have re
ceived after you leave this school, for
if you don't the shoes you would attempt to make years hence would
produce cornB on the feet of the wearer; the biscuits you would bake
would be suited for ammunition in attacking Juarez; the houses you would
build would be less comfortable than
As the speaker
the cliff dwellings.
before me so eloquently said, the
value of your training here will be
told after you leave in what
you

Then fol
eeedingly well received.
lowed two selections by the girl's
chorus after which Miss Teodora
Lopez, one of the graduates, deliver
ed an address on My Academic and

Albuquerque,

CTHE

tons twenty if necessary.
We furnish and install

the complete system and
shall be glad to make up
estimates for any problem,
whatever its character or

wherever it may be.
Aerial Transportation
reduces labor cost, increases output and insures
you against all accidents
in nananng.
Write lis today and tell us that you are interested in
Aerial Transportation.
i

of a ton to forty tons.
TRIPLEX ( 16 Size:
BLOCKS ( 300 Active Stocks: all over the United States.
er

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.
Also Duplex Blocks, Differential Blocks and Electric Hoists

The Makers of

Products

Locks, PiullrH'ks. Htiildcrs' Murdwaro,
Door Oict'kH ttiid Cluiiii
iioisls

CYALE)

9 Murray Street,

Industrial Training."
New York, U. S. A.
Boston
Local Office ;
Sun Francisco
She wa listened to with' the keen
Cliieaji
Washington
est attention, for it gave one an in
al History, English Literature, Physight into the view of the Indian pupil
sics, Chemistry, Zoology, Classics,
: the education that is given at these
Modern Languages.
schools of which Santa
government
Special Courses for High School
e can boast i.aving one of the larg work very easily.
intro- that freedom and open manner which you do, you will find your education
The same year I then Superitendent Crnndall
est and best conducted in the coun was detailed in the girl's home and duced the orator of the evening. Dr. we understand out here.
t
hard to rememlier: your dexterity
Vocal and Instrumental Music.
in' V. E. Garrison, who was
try.
gained much useful information
warmly
"I do not wish you to think so much will1 be lost; and you will become like
FEE FOR THE COURSE:
Five
Miss Lopez's Address.
the Santa of a certain race when I say Ameri- the servant who buried the talents
keeping house.
greeted, especially hy
Dollars.
(Exclusive of Laboratory
jl
Miss Lopez's address was as fol
"The next year I was advanced in Keans in the audience, for Dr. Garri- can, but rather join with us all in rather than the one who invested
.r
Fees.)
lows:
the Sewing Department, making im- son was formerly a resident, of this trying to become a certain people. them and increased them."
Circular of Information on applica- J,
Dr.
Before giving the diplomas
I(i
Academic and Industrial Train provements in common sewing and city in which he has a host of friends. American ieople.
What kind of peotinn tn th Redstrsir nf tlw TTnlwr- My
p
: :z
ing."
learning to make many articles of Dr. Garrison spoke with his accus- ple must we become? We must be a Garrison noticed that the first one
'I came to school when I was eight clothing with little or no supervision. tomed ease and in a manner to be
That quality of was to a farmer and he said of farmpeople.
years old from my home near San Later I took a complete course in easily understood by the smallest
is the kind every true ing: "It is the greatest of the trades.
iri
Hp sawl in American man and women must have. The first man was the first farmer."
Juan Pueblo.
Tha English language, ijuiiiKsuc Dcieuce.
in i n is uepari- - i hnv nr rl in th room
as well as everything else English. ment, under the supervision of Miss l)art:
The Amercan who is genuine must This excited prolonged applause.
was strange to me.
After each graduate had received
"I note with pleasure that some of be able to stand on his own feet, he
The other girls Rathbun, Domestic Science
teacher,
at school were also strange to me, I learned many particulars of house- you are studying farming and I want must be able and willing to carry hia certificate, the whole school sang
and my first year was very dis keeping, such as preparing meals 1 say that I feel right at home with his own load.
i "in April Time."
We have an industrial
couraging, even though the matron from menu, baking bread and pastry, ycu tonight.
Inspection.
'When I was at college there was j
was kind.
At that time I could see and not the least important, I learned lay out at our college. We have lots of rowing. Perhaps you boys
After the exercises were over, Mr.
no use of school nor understand the much while in this
department of shops and foundries, we have farms, do not see much of rowing here. Crandall invited the visitors to view
value of an education and spent many what is called kitchen economy, some two or three hundred acres ol Well, at college when the boys wish- - the industrial exhibits and the do-ewhich showed
gloomy hours
wishing I were at which really means not only to pre land for cultivation.
to speak of a man who was not ' mestic science exhibit,
I
it. . I
!.. 1
Successor to B. P. Williams
home.
vent great and small waste of kit
"I was particularly pleased with t very good oarsman they would say,"13
uaimug me uo.vs aim gins nan
'I entered the Kindergarten; Misa chen supplies, but to put every article the remarks of the young lady who he can't pull his own
re
were
chairs and
eived.
There
;
weight.'
Laird was my teacher.
As I look o'. food to greatest and best use.
beaded
She said that academic
"The young American of today desks, shoes and clothes,
just spoke.
back upon this first experience in
"This year I am finishing the and idustnal training must go to- - must be able to pull his own weight, worK. carpenter and macntmst tools,
school anu remember the number of
articles
I do not think that I have in his own village, town or city, fine llnn and many other
eighth grade in school, end this has gether.
punishments I received, I must decide been one of my best year's work. Dur- made a apeech in New Mexico dur- wherever he is if he is to win the w hich spoke louder than words of
I was a bad little
In the domestic
girl, thougt at that ing the year I have tried to make ing the past three years that I have respect of his fellow men. He must'1be training given.
time I thought that I was mistreated the best use of every hour of my not emphasized this point myself. be
I have purchased the entire stock of horses &
This quality of self- - science exhibition one. saw a well
equipment formerly
and was sure that learning was not time.
Also, during this year, I have Certainly, the practical education is reliance is nowhere seen to greater ' ke!)(; house, from parlor to dining
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
worth the trouble it caused me.
as never before reviewed my school represented here tonight by this in- advantage than on the battlefield and ro"- and kitchen, and there were
My industrial training was not life and in this review I remember dustrial work placed in a room ad American soldiers have been renown- - i dainty things on the table that had
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
very heavy the first two years consis some mistakes I have made in not joining this. r I say, therefore, I feel ed for taking care of themselves heen cooked by the girls who had
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will
ting mainly in removing trash from doing my work cheerfully or well. much at home with a group of stu even after all the officers were killed. learned the art. The biscuits looked
the lawns, learning little housework These mistakes I would rather not dents who have received a practical It has been well said that a man who frean and light, too, and were far
ndeavorto give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
duties in the girl's home, keeping the remember.
Then again, I think of education.
has to be told what to do is not f,om tne bullet proof kind occasional-wort:
our patronage.
:
::
::
rooms neat and orderly. In my school
seen and against the manufacture
that a man who can
much;
In speaking to you tonight I do
many, many happy and pleasant
work I finished the Kindergarten the and profitable days and I wish I not
more, but:0' wh'ch Dr. Garrison had extended
wish to confine my remarks to direct himself is worth
a warning.
first year, and the adult primary the cculd remember only these and the members of the
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
graduating the man who can direct others is
second year.
never forget them.
class.
It is true that this is an In worth the most.
Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly.
"I am glad even to this day that 1
New Things.
"I cannot tell how useful or valua- dian school yet I am going to speak
Phone 1X9 Rsd
Santa Fe, N.M
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala. was
i
was able to enter the second grade ble my education Is, but I know to you not as Indians but as Ameri
of
the
"Another characteristic
bothered
with kidney
rouble for
my third vear in school. Miss Gard that education that is not useful is cans.
American is to be able to do new
"I was peMuacterl to
ner was my teacher in this grade and not worth so much, and that my inYou must learn how to do many years.
The Real Americans.
things.
be--i
gave me so much encouragement and dustrial training will enable me to
"I might say that of all the Ameri new things when they are needed to jtry Foley's Kidney Remedy, and
fore taking it three days i could feel
at a time when I was greatly in need do the work in my home or family. cans in the United States you must be done.
NEW MEXICO MILITARY trfSTlTUTB
its beneficial effects.
The pain left
of It; she was, indeed, one of the best My academic education will make my be the real Americans,
more real
"The American people, moreover,
teachers I have known, ' I began at industrial training more valuable. A than any of us. As for myself, my have a way of defending their rights. my back, my kidney action cleared
Roswell, New Mexico.
that time and have continued to be good industrial and academic educa- ancestors came from Ireland and Yes, their right to think, to earn a up and I am so much better I do not
"The West Point of the Southwest
very much interested in my studies, tion together are worth very- much, Scotland and there are many here to living, to hold property and to be free hesitate to recommend Foley Kidney
Ranked by United Statu War Depart'
For sale by all druggist
and for the same reason I was
In all stages aud Remedy."
oppression.
neat as "DUtinroishetf lottitBtioa." ested in all my work at school. inter but each is almost useless without night whose ancestors came from from the
his
etc.
defended
American
the other.
has
ages
Spain, England,
Abandoned Hi Wife.
"The same year I changed my in.
"Your forefathers have lived here rights, but every American ought
Many truths and lessons which
Isidoro Casaos in district court at
mem.
dustrial work; was detailed in the were not fully understood by me at for centuries. But when we talk of seme time to think of the rights of
Tboraufh Academic coarse, prepariif dining room and learned to prepare the time they were given me are Americans we do not refer to the others. Good Americans are a law- - Las Vegas, pleaded guilty to abandoning bis wife. Esperidon Aragon- and
race es much as to a certain kind of abiding people.
your men for cottefe or basiaeu life. the table, wash dishes and keep the now greatly valued.
They obey the law Tomas
Aragon, charged with stealing
room
itS
After.-- the holiday
clean.
is
not
I
academic
and
&9f
dining
it
when
thank
to
"I cannot
my
have heard it stated that
obey
pleasant
people.
reiiaaouOTtfeiairwon. neani o;
rv v.
10 ftpu"u ul caLue
my third year I entered the vhlrd industrial teachers enough for all 'Boston' Is not so much a word mean ThflV dn not ahnnr am, n. of .. '""
iest locatiM of aiy Military School
olonio Chaves of Canon Blanco, plead
the Uoioa.
Located it the beaatifil grade, but it was not until my fifth the encouragements, instructions and ing a geographical point as a state or son (Laughter).
ed not guilty.
HCM Vllfev. the rarnVa Mint nf ihm year ihat I was prepared to do fourth advice given me while I have been mind (Laughter.).
Of the 'west' I
Big Things.
work.
same
The
"'
I
s
school.
a
grade
West
year began
at aa elevatiM of J7G0 feet above
Concluding the speaker said: "Boys TERRIBLE PICTURE
might say the same (more laughter).
pupil at this
V. ,t bveL
working in the sewing department
Amv turf MtU
MMf hla
"The matrons hev not only taken It is not such a geographical term' es and girls, you ought to be proud of
Ml
OF SUFFERING.
1
and from the very first enjoyed sew- the place of my mother, by carefully a psyscbological one. There are cer- this school, for it is a big school.
nm or how ainir leuKu,
Clinton, Ky. Mrs. M. C. McElroy
and have had very little trouble watching over me and by kindness, tain kinds of people born on Cape Every one likes to be 'connected with
ing
in a letter from Clinton, writes: "For
Foirteen Officers v4 hstractortvall
a
I have wondered but have directed my industrial trainCod that might be termed 'western'. big things.
You feel like holding six
learning to sew.
years, I was a sufferer from feeastern
coner
irssj
iitwud
ei
all
do
not
irwiiiei
learn to do at
why
girls
Our Superin- They are western in their brain, in your chin just a little bit higher for male troubles.
to suit my ability.
T
I could not eat, and
biildiirj, thtroirhly firiisM least common sewing and . mending, ing
who supervises
all the
having attended a big school even could not stand on my feet, without
maera v m rat so as to be able to .make ordinary tendent,
nieo, ineo
when you are looking at a bigger boy
work of the school, and makes consuffering great pain. Three of the
fCCU.
clothes and mend or repair torn or ditions favorable for the best work
who has ben going to a smaller school nest aoctors in tne state
said I was
REGENTS-- E
worn clothing,
A. CAR00N President
to be done in all the departments,
(Laughter). That's true to life. Now in a critlcal condition, and going down
Every
"The sixth year I entered the sixth has been good and kind to me. I hope
W,
I want to impress on you that you al hill. I lost
V Prerideit
lsllntjWKli'(l anrl thnnlrt hnnw
hope. After using Car-dXffk
about Um wonderful
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer;
so belong to the biggest thing in the
grade and was detailed in the laundry that my work and deportment in
a week, I began to improve. Now
vAMARVELWhlrlingSpray
but my school was Interrupted this anything 1 may undertake after
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
T Xbl MW Variant hjAmgt.
world the United States. (Cheers) I feel better than in six
years." Fifty
year; I bad to go home' because my leaving school will tell better than I
and W. A. FLNLAY.
and you can hold your head high on years of success, in actual
lent. It cleanm
practice.
'
was
mother
sick,
value.
of
now
in
the
my
Upon
account.
that
returning
can,
training
"For particulars and illustrated cat
Is positive proof that Cardul can alAikoardn
to school It was thought I could do the Santa Fe school."
"As citizens of these great states, ways be relied on, for relieving feb emonot
tha
loiue address. CoL JASW. WILSON,
uin
mrrnt a
iBf
seventh graae work, but' I found it
After Miss Lopes had concluded
'iim
tnt Mod tuns for
thar.
therefore, make good use of the train- male weakness and disease. Why
uk. m
Saperfarteadett
It
too difficult, but the next year, aiy there was prolonged applause. The Sail
Ulpjtimtvd
ft la. '
nutMtnlaf Bad dluMtlonn
ing you have received here. Do not not test it for yourself? Sold by all
seventh In school, I did seventh grade school sang another selection and nlnahlata luilaaTM. AIIVUL
i
let your talents grow rusty, for If druggists.
ft

Six Weeks, June 5th to July 14th.
Principal subjects offered: Gener
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FARMING IN NEW
MEXICO.
Yesterday, the New Mexican published farm statistics as given in the
Crop Reporter published by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture. .The figures were rather disappointing but
evidently took into consideration only
the irrigated farms in New Mexico.
Herewith the New Mexican presents
dry farming statistics which show that
the area under cultivation on the
dry farms of New Mexico is
twice that of the area under cultivation on irrigated farms.
For several- weeks the New Mexico
Bureau of Immigration has been engaged in making a census of the dry
farming districts of .New, Mexico with
a' view to ascertaining as accurately
as possible the acreage actually being
planted in New Mexico this season' on
land. The census has
been made by correspondence with reliable people, the letters going out to
around which dry
every postofflce
d

to the Bureau of

Immigration's
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inqui-

ries have given other information of
great value as regards the dry farming industry and which throw a rosy
light on the outlook for dry farming
One of
in New Mexico this season.
the important questions asked in the
was
bureau's blank
immigration
whether the rainfall was above, beor normal. Eighty-fiv- e
low normal
per cent of the replies gave the rainfall up to this time as above normal.
It is probable that this report was influenced by the very short rainfall of
the past two years and comparison
with that, but the rainfall appears to
have been above normal thus far over
about 50 per cent of the dry farming
area.
Another' question asked by "the
bureau was as to how many home
steaders left each district during the
past season and what percentage of
these have returned to their claims
this season. The average of those
districts
leaving in' the homestead
last year as nearly as can be ascertained was about 40 per cent of the
Of
total number of claim holders.
those who left the reports indicate
fully 60 per cent have already return
ed and others are returning daily
while there is beginning to be a noticeable incoming of new homesteaders. This new influx to the dry farming district is practically all voluntary
silica the territory has done no adver
tising along these lines and very few

--

t
Commencement season is in the
problem
land again and the great
confronts thousands of young people
It is
as to a choice of vocation.
getting more and more difficult, it
seems, for young men and young
women to secure a position in business houses, in offices or as teachers,
and these three appear to be the only
kinds of openings that most graduates from high schools and academies
have in mind when they start out
to earn their living.
Yet, the great
est demand for young blood comes
from the trades, the farms and the
There is not one young
homes.
woman in ten thousand who chooses
housework for others as a vocation.
It is only the last resort of the poor
est. If manual training and domes
tic science will change this point of
view, then the problem of what to do
with our graduates from high schools,
academies and colleges will not be so
a proposition in the future.

J. B. read. Cashier.
F. McKANE, kuktnt Castier.

Yke-fwiHe-

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

40ENTS
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The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large. and growing circulation
amona the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest,

SCIENTIFIC

CITY PLANNING.
In Philadelphia, there w s a convention this week of representatives
from all parts of the United States
to discuss city planning and from all
the addresses, it was apparent that if
the big cities had commenced system-otiimprovement when hey were
the size of Santa Fe, the tax payers
of this country would have been saved millions, if not billions of dollars.
If Streets are widened and straighten
ed at this time in Santa Fe, it will
save the municipality thousands of
dollars a few years hence.. The improvements are coming, there is no
stopping them, and the question is
merely whether they should be made
at thi3 time for present enjoyment
at a great saving or five or ten
years hence when they will cost twice
as much.
A feature of the Philadelphia conference was the magnificent international exhibition of city
planning, the first of its kind ever
held under municipal
patronage in
America.
The exhibition consists of
models, prospectives,
photographs,
the
plans, maps, etc., illustrating
growth of city planning in America
and Europe,
The marvelous growth
of the boulevard system of Paris, the
beautiful cities of England, the great
docks of Liverpool, Antwerp, Rotterdam and Bremen are shown. In the
exhibit are also the drawings for the
replanning of Chicago, the drawings
of the development
of Washington,
drawings for the improvement of
New York City, Boston,
Rochester,
Columbus, Cleveland, St. Louis, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Portland, Denver,
Des Moines, and many other cities.
The plans for" beautifying
Philadelphia, on which experts have been
working for more than two years, occupy a prominent place in the exhibit, which takes up two great floors
of City Hall and wul be open to the
'
.
public for one month.

IE NEW MEXICAN,

r
nal
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver of the U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 23rd day of June, 1911.
Claimant names as witness: Jesus
Mon-toyGonzales y Roybal, Tiburclo
Esquibel Ortiz, all of Glorieta,
N M., and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe,
five-yea-

N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
Notice for Publication.

Department of the Interior,

Coal Land.
May 4, 1911,'
Notice is hereby given that Agri-pinDelgado de Gonzales, of Santa
Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 1906,
made homestead
entry. No.
NW.
for Lots 3 and 4, SW.
Sec. 4, SE.
Sec. 5,.
NE.
Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final five year Proof, to esa tablish claim to the land above de
become
President Taf t has
before Register or Receiver,
thoroughgoing insurgent in many re- scribed,
He will have his own way U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. Mv
spects.
in reciprocity, and, by the way, also on the 6th day of July, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
in the statehood matter, Republican
Jose. N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
and Democratic leaders notwithstandsure Agustin Montoya, Jose Ortiz y Pino,
The president seems
ing.
that he is right and the people will all of Galisteo, N.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
merely admire him the more if he
Register.
persists in advocating that which he
thinks will be best for the Nation.

Tra"cts geaeraJ beaUa? business ta aH Its branches.
Leans money oa the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral Mcaritr. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks In ail markets for Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world oa as liberal terms as
are given by any money traasmiting agency publico private.
Interest allowed oa time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, oa six month' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The hank
executes all orders of its patrons ia the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as Is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. - The patronage of the public is
respectfully solicited.

a

9210-0738-
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THE RIGHT KIND OF COLONISTS.
farming is practiced. A large number
of letters replying to the questions
The
Carlsbad irrigation project
asked by the bureau were received,
fanners are to be congratulated upon
practically every township in the dry
securing a German Mennonite colony
farming rogions giving detailed into engage in intensive cultivation on
in
to
not
as
acreage
only
formation,
small farms. Their religious views
but as regards
actual cultivation
and practices may seem peculiar to
rainfall this season as compared with
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
some people but they will demonstrate
The Range admits it is a bossed palast season and as compared with nor
to others surrounding them that piety per but in mentioning
bosses
the
who
mal, number of homeseekers,
does not necessarily mean impractica omits to name the real boss.
But
MASONIC.
moved out of the various districts durbility. New Mexico needs those colo half a confession may ease the conMontezuma.. Lodge
ing the past two seasons and number of the dry farming districts have nies of foreignborn husbandmen who science a little.
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
who have returned to their homeare
to
not
afraid
who
the
have
aclabor,
own
on
their
done
any advertising
communiRegular
steads during the present season
patience to work out details and the
count.
cation first Monday
to
This information was turned over
make
thrift
little
and
a
classiThe bureau also asked for
of each month at
by Secretary H. B. Hening of the fication of acreage among the different things count. The average western
- Hall
at
Masonic
to
J.
D.
agricultural
bureau
Tinsley,
crops. This has brought out some farmer is so accustomed to big things,
OF THE TEAMS
STANDING
7.30.
railFe
demonstrator for the Santa
and
large
spaces
opera
far
haphazard
information.
By
very interesting
H. H. DORMAN,
road, whose work lies chiefly in the the largest acreage is devoted to kafflr tions that a ten and twenty acre farm
National League.
Master
Mexico.
of
New
districts
seems
too
to
small
too
farming
dry
him,
insignifi
corn, milo maize and the other well
W. L. Pet. CHAS. E. LINNEH, Secretary.
Professor Tinsley added to the infor known dry -- farming seed crops. A cant. He will not do the grubbing
U ' 9 . .71C
mation obtained by the bureau his most interesting feature is the large and pay the attention to small mat- Philadelphia
A
19
.655
10
farm-Pittsburg
' increase in
own thorough knowledge of dry
Santa Fe Chapter No.
in the native New ters to make small farming a success. New York
acreage
.586
12
17
Mex1, R. A. M.
ing conditions in all of the New
Regular
Mexico bean which
the dry farmers For that reason, the greatest problem
.480
17
13
... .;
ico districts, through all of which he
convocation second
to consider one of their most in locating beet sugar factories is not, Chicago
appear
.480
13
.....12
has traveled this season. From this favorable crops. The information fur- securing the capital, large though it is, Cincinnati
Monday of each month
.422
11 15
information Professor Tinsley has nished by W. M. Wiegand, a well in Dut pledges irom tarmers to raise St. Louis
at Masonic Hall a'
.333
20
10
7:30 p. m.
produced a very carefully prepared formed man at Wagon Mound, as to sufficient beets to supply a factory. To Brooklyn
.259
25
8
and conservative statement which the crops grown in his district, is a a large Mennonite colony that would Boston ... ... ....j...
JOHN H. WALKER.
shows reliably not only the acreage fair example of the diversity of crops not be a problem, and therefore, New
H..P.
American League.
actually under cultivation this season and the increase in acreage over last Mexico is lucky to have colonies of
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
which
each
county
W. L. Pet.
but the acreage in
year. Mr. Wiegand's figures are ac- agriculturists of the type of that at
in his opinion eventually will be suc- curate. He shows for his district Miami, Colfax county, or that pro- Detroit
.....27 5 .844
Santa Fe Commander)
552
16 J 3
cessfully cultivated by dry farming.
7,000 acres in beans this year as posed upon the Benson ranch, in Eddy Chicago
No. 1, K. T. Regular
.533
16
14
This table gives some interesting
will
demonstrate what Boston
3,000 last year; 3,500 acres of county. These
conclave fourth Monagainst
has
that
shows
dry farming
..13 15 .461
figures. It
oats as against 2,000; 2,000 acres of has been taught in theory but not thus Philadelphia ...
day in each month at
.500
14
14
been by no means the failure many corn as against 1,000; 20 acres of rye far generally proved in practice in New. York
Masonic Hal at 7:30
.438
19
people have been led to believe as against 10; 200 acres of flax as New Mexico, that ten acres of fer Cleveland
.....14
p. m.
which
have
gone
the
tile
reports
land
sufficient
.357
are
under
18
through
10
irrigation
100; 4,000 acres of cane as
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
Washington
out during the past two years of light against 3,500; 300 acres of milo maize to support a family besides leaving a
.290 W. E.
9 22
St. Louis .
Recorder.
against
GRIFFIN,
a
tremend
rainfall; that it is already
as against 200; 1,000 acres of pota surplus that saved will in time accuous industry and that its development toes as
mulate
a
small
into
fortune.
of
acres
800:
1,000
Western League.
against
Santa Fe Lodge, ot
along intelligent lines means the re millet as against 800; 3,000 acres in
W, L, Pet
Perfection No. 1, 14th
clamation of an enormous area of now various crops as against 2,000. These
...17 7 .708
ALBUQUERQUE ON RIGHT TRACK Denver
degree. Ancient and Ac' unproductive
land.
various crops, he says include peaSioux City
......18 8 .692
of
Duke
the
The
determination
cepted Scottish Rite of
.652
Heretofore the estimate placed on nuts, cow peas, field peas, pop corn,
8
Free Masonry meets on
to collect a retail Wichita ..." ... ......15
authorities
City
Mexico
New
of
area
.825
water melons and garden truck. While
the dry farming
9
. ...15
Lincoln
the third Monday of each month
has been 10,000,000 acres and by many there is not this diversity of crops in dealers' license fee from the various St. Joseph
.462 at
12 14
7:30 o'clock In the evening in
of
in
the
clubs
that
neck
that
woods,
consid
neonle that estimate has been
all the dry farming districts a suffi
Omaha
.....12 13 .444 i Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
ered excessive. Mr. Tinsley's table cient number of varieties are being exist there, it appears, for evading the Topeka
.320
....8 17
(Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cor
shows 17,300,000 acres possible of cul grown to show that the dry farmers Sunday and other liquor regulation
i 26 113 Idlallv invited to attend
re- Des Moines
to
of
avoid
a
laws
and
payment
methods.
tivation by dry farming
at least have absolute faith in the tail
S. SPITZ, 31
license, seems to be no more than
Heretofore the acreage under actual adaptability of the country to diversi
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
Venerable Master.
The liquor business ; is
equitable.
cultivation by dry farming in New fied farming.
saHENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
but
the
nevertheless,
proscribed,
estimated
the
asked
Another question
by
Mexico has been variously
National League.
have a right to demand equitaSecretary.
at from 250,000 to 400,000 acres. The bureau was: "What is the general loons
at New York.
Pittsburg
ble
treatment
must
if
and
that
they
Bureau of Immigration census and feeling in your district regarding the
at
Cincinnati
Brooklyn.
B. P. O. E.
Professor Tinsley's report which has outlook for dry farming this season?' obey theonrestrictions that the law
Chicago at Philadelphia.
the
that
other
places
traffic,
Santa
Fe Lodge No.
are
with
in
to
this
conservative
The
made
question
regard
been
replies
St. Louis at Boston.
c s iu the same business,
but
460, B. P. O. E. holds
to every county, shows 718,000 acres teresting as showing the optimistic r..nc
not calling themselves by the same'
its regular session on
in actual cultivation the present sea- tone which prevails throughout dry
American League.
the second and fourth
son. The table follows the first col- farming New Mexico. They run about name, should be held to the observ
Washington at Cleveland.
ance of the same laws. If regulation
of each
Wednesday
umn giving the area possible of culti- as follows:
Philadelphia at Detroit.
to regulate it must be extended to
is
month. Visiting broth
All
and
the
methods
smiles.
Chaves
scientific
county
Boaz,
vation by
Loui3.
at
New
St.
York
ers are Invited and
second the area under cultivation
Kenna, Chaves county Best for the liquor traffic no matter what form
Boston at Chicago.
it assumes.
welcome.
this year:
years.
A. J. FISCHER,
25.000
It has been said that Prohibition
Black Tower, Curry county Fine.
600,000
Chaves
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
15,000
1,000,000
Clovis, Curry county Finest lit does not prohibit, but regulation cer
Colfax
National
League.
Secretary.
80,000 four years.
750,000
tainly does not regulate, if ,it makes
Curry
3.
St. Louis, 5; Boston,
'.. 500,000
20,000
St. Vrain, Curry county Good.
flesh of one set of liquor dispensers
Eddy
Chicago, 7; Philadelphia, 2.
1,000
.. 500,000
and fowl or fish of another set. It
Knowles, Eddy county Good.
Grant
New York, 4; Pittsburg, 3.
20,000
'Buchanan, Guadalupe county Good. is true, that these clubs at AlbuquerGuadalupe ... .... 1,000,000
'
Brooklyn, 2; Cincinnati, 0.
5,000
Lincoln
county En; que say that they are not in the bus
500,000
Guadalupe
Vaughn,
1,000
thusiastic.
500,000
iness tor protit. But would
McKinley
any
American League.
Los Tanos,
50,000
1,000,000
Mora
Guadalupe countyother transgressor of the law be ex
Detroit, 9; Philadelphia, 8.
10,000 Good.
250,000
Otero ...
cused or exempt because he is not in
Cleveland, 7; Washington, 4.
150,000
Independent Order of Beavers.
1,500,000
Wagon Mound, Mora county Very business for profit? In Santa Fe,
Quay ..'
New York, 10; St. Louis, 6.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, 1. O. B. holds
2,000 good indeed.
1,000,000
Rio Arriba ..
for instance, there were three saloons
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
Boston, 4 ; Chicago, 3.
150,000
1,250,000
Watrous, San Miguel county Good. last year that did not make a profit,
Roosevelt
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
2,000
Sandoval ... ..... 250,000
Oscuro, Lincoln county Good year gave up their license and went out
Western
ers are always welcome.
League.
1,000 ahead.
100,000
San Juan
of business; there is another saloon,
Sioux City, 8; Lincoln, 7.
EDWARD C. BURKE,
25,000
2,000,000
Logan, Quay county Good.
San Miguel
which it is said, is not making exDes Moines, 9; Topeka, 8.
President
Bard City, Quay county Good.
5,000
500,000
Santa Fe
penses. Would that be reason suffiDenver, 5; St. Joseph, 0.
:
1,000
Kara Visa, Quay county Good.
C. J. NEIS,
250,000
Sierra
cient to exempt it from payment of
Omaha, 6; Wichita,-4- .
Rock Island,
2,000
Socorro
Quay county Mod- retail license and from
, .. 250,000
Secretary.
obeying the
1,000 erate.
500,000
Taos
or
law
other
Sunday
regulations?
Coast League.
San. Jon, Quay county
50,000
1,000,000
Torrance
P. W. FARMER
It is the nature of the business
San Francisco, 7; Oakland, 10.
100,000
2,000,000
' Homestead
Union
No.
which
license
and
11.
Los
against
regulation
2,000
Angeles, 5; Vernon,
100,000
Valencia ... ...
Tucumcari, Quay county Best it
.: 2879.
are
and
'hot
fact
the
aimed,
against
718,000 has ever been.
17,300,000
Uortland, 24; Sacramento, 15.
Totals
of
Brotherhood
La Lande, Roosevelt county Never that it may be pursued for profit or
"Of course the statement as to the
American Yeomen
not
But
even
on
for
this
an
profit.
Southern
is
point,
area
better.
farm
purely
League.
possible dry
Second
Meets
Mobile, 5; Memphis, 7.
Portales, Roosevelt county Excep- it is an established fact, that many a
estimate," said Mr. Tinsley yesterday
Thurs
Fourth
and
club
from
Its
the
expenses
pays
liquor
in discussing the table. "However, it tionally good.
Birmingham, 6; Atlanta, 2.
Delgado's
days,
Taiban, Roosevelt county The best traffic, that but for the sales of intox
is an estimate based upon our knowl
Montgomery, 0; Nashville, 5.5
Hall. H. Foreman,
icants, the club would and could not
New Orleans, 14; " Chattanooga, 7.
edge of the rain fall in those districts tver.
C. G. Richie, Cor.
deno
exist.
Let
or
be
there
mistake
acre
San
Outlook
to
the
known
very
county
Miguel
agricultural
applied
'
Daisy
Sec. Mrs.
lusion
of
An
this.
about
not
counties
under
promising.
American Association.
aggregation
age in the several
Farmer,
Encino, Torrance county The very individuals that calls itself a "club"
St. Paul, 5; Louisville, 6.
cultivation and the known rainfall
and dispenses liquor for money, or
over this latter area. Certainly 15,- best.
Minneapolis, 11; Columbus, 3.
for "checks" or "on account," is as
Torrance county
Mountainsir,
Santa Fe Camp
000,000 acres- is a conservative estiKansas City, 3; Indianapolis, 4.
much in the retail liquor business as (Ten innings.)
13514.
N. W. A.
mate of our total dry farming area.
Mignty good.
Torrance county First any saloon and should be compelled
WUlard,
meets second Tues
"The figures of the dry farming
Milwaukee, 4; Toledo, 6.
to pay a retail license and obey the
day each month, so
acreage under actual cultivation this class.
cial meeting third
Clayton, Union county Very fair. regulations and ordinances and laws
season are very nearly accurate. The
Notice for Hunlicatlon.
Des Moines, Union, county Gener affecting the traffic lust as much as
at Elks
Tuesday
figures obtained by the Bureau of Imof
the
Interior,
Department
Hall. VIsting neigh
Uncle Sam makes
any individual.
migration agree closely with my own. ally very good.
Land.
Pecos Forest Not Coal
And so the replies run from prac no distinction and why should the
bors welcome.
estimates and knowledge- of the acre
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
A. O. WHITTIER. Consul.
age under cultivation and where a tically every town in the dry farming territory or the city of Albuquerque?
1911.
27,
Aprtt
CHAS. A. RISING, Cleric
doubt has existed the figures have districts of the territory. It ia the
FranIs
NOTICE
that
hereby given
been made conservative. As nearly opinion of the best informed dry farmhas a Woodrow rtarn R Mnntnvrt nf Olnrteta N. M..
as I can tell the actual acreage under ers that with even a little less than Tucson already
J. M. Howell, a popular druggist
Wilson and a Judfeon Harmon presi- who, on April 18, 1906, made homecultivation by dry farming In New the normal rainfall in the early sumSE
of
for
No.
Greensburg, Ky., says: "Wo use
dential
with
a
stead
William
entry.
club,
Jennings
this season is nearer 750,000 mer the season will be the most pros, Mexico
16 N., Chamberlain's Cough Remedy in our
club in prospect.
Section
And
32, Township
then
Bryan
the
districts
have
perous
farming
dry
total
the
than
given."
own household and know it Is excelIn addition to the statements as to known and that nothing but a period they say that New Mexico devotes Range 11 B., N. M. P. Meridian, has
IIlent." ' For sale by all dealers. ..
to
make
ot
filed
too
intention
to
notice
much
time
and
can
check
drouth
extreme
of
energy
politics,
it
acreage under cultivation the replies

William Vaughn, Prop.

of the Best Hotels

One

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

For hire at popular
C0RR1CTS

HACK

124126

Buggies and saddle horses.

price:

rnnntrv nrrup.
incuiunx uiniuu.,

Tucnnnnc

LINE

TELEPHONE 88 BUCK

HANDSOME ROOMS

ATTRACTIVE DINING
ROOM-Go- dd
Service

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

m

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor

Santa Fe, N. M

Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven roorqs. newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Booms en suite with private bath an i phone.
.

FINE SAMPLE ROOM,.

-

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM, FINE CUISINE

'

THOS. DORAN

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

C0R0N ADO HOTEL
ONE OF THE SEST SSflRT ORDER
CUISINE

IN THE CITY

RESTAURANTS

AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD
LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY

Every Room

a Good

f
V.

One.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
RATES 50c t
Drnn
UCDQCDA
11,00 per day
nCKrlCnM, riOp.

BTHS.

HOT AND COLD
I

lipc
LUrt

'

--

your orders delivered.

Tte Mkrttg are ugfested to tk ttirety

Qtom ALE,

:

TotephoM Rod 35 mat

SOFT DRINKS

wwetttar

art mi tazx

WILD CBERIY, UM0N S0BA, HON B2EW

x x x
Mineral
Water.
Aztec
Qenuine
Spring
ICTBEEft,

KLONDIKE

ASdriikt eadefroa
filtered water

fIZZ,

COCO COLA,

SANTA PE BOTTLING W0KKS

ct-

-

EfflY BXX,
Proprietor.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
'

wwwvv

TO

Parts of The World

AU

,

Incenrenlence by Purchasing Wells
Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
3VA MflflPV
XHC
IllUUtJ

,

Paycble

TbrooxhoDt

U.

aid

all Foreira
Couatriei

S., Canada, Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT

'

TELEGRAPH

'

9234-0739-

'

w

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of Capitol

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave.

'

.

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Phone Black 132.

....(.....

.

the West

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

......

'

in

ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service

i.

BASEBALL

Palace Hotel

1 he

J. D,

BARNES, AfgHt.

-

i
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UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

SOCIAL

CAPITAL $50,009.00

mem-torne-

Your Patronage Solicited
H. B. LAUGHLIN, President
W.
GRIFFIN,

fitfUh-

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,,
Asst. Cashier

1

'?

(City

8

I
!

Surety Bonds
Offices

119

San Francisco St.

j

Santa

Fe, New Mexico

j

i
PROTECT YOUR EYES!
At this season of the year the glare is unusually severe on the eyes,
as is the dust. Of course, we know that a mere inflammation of the
eyes is not trachoma, a certain doctor of the Indian service notwithstanding. But we must reduce the amount of light that pours
in through the windows and for that purpose we have some very desirable SILK GAUGE SO INCH WIDE GREEN CURTAINS. Seeing
them is liking them. We also have some calsomin and paints suited
to decorate the home, inside and outside. Call on us and we will
show you our furniture, too.

FURNITURE CO.

AKERS-WAGN- ER

EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

7--

tomor-hospita-

&

$12.00

$5.00 up
$1.50 up
75c to $2.00

House Dresses
Dressing Sacques
Short Silk Kimonas

j

8

:

$8.00

Munsons Sun and Tubproof
Gingham Dresses

I

4

N. A. Hardeman, a hardware sales
man. of St. Louis. Is t the Montezu-- :
m;r
'
Mrs. N. R. Cagle, a
temperance
worker, from Denver, is registered at
the Palace.
Dr. J. A. Massie is at St. Luke's
Denver, assisting Dr. I. B.
Perkins for two weeks.
Mrs. Hall Lewis of San Antonio,
Texas, is visiting Miss Anna E. Hall
of 107 Lincoln avenue.
U. S.' Attorney for the Pueblo In- dians Francis C. Wilson has returned
from a trip to Albuquerque and Belcfl.
W. D. Shea of the Denver and Rio
Grande railroad, returned last even- ing from a business trip to Las Vegas.
Mrs. K. B. Patterson, Mrs. M. H.
Byrd and Mrs. C. S. Byrd have returned from a business visit to Albuquer
que.
The Fifteen Club will meet next
Friday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with
Mrs. Donizetta Wood Mrs. Palen will
preside.
S. R. Eames of Chicago, is visiting
his son E. J. Eames who has a farm
on the Arroyo Hondo six miles south
of Santa Fe.
Captain, Smith H. Simpson of Taos,
is in Santa Fe on his way home
from the territorial encampment of
...
the G. A. R. at Albuquerque.
C. B. Stubblefield, graveling for the
Continental Oil Company, is here
from Las Vegas, on his way home
from Alcalde, Rio Arriba county.
Mrs. Richard Gutterman and her
son Frederick, will leave tomorrow
evening for New York where they will
embark Wednesday for Hamburg, Ger--

i

C. WATSON & CO.

Linen Crash Suits

j

Long Silk Kimonas
Long Crepe Kimonas

l-- 2

$3.50
$5.00
$1.65 to $2.50
$2.00
$3.00
$2.50

Kaki Walking Skirts
Tan Linen Walking Skirts

l,

White Rep Skirts

j

,

0.

BRAND

ACORN

j

,

o

New Line

j

;

;

etc. Renting)

es

House and Street

j

i

Real Estate

FOR

MISS A. MUGLER

Mrs. R. J. Palen has returned from
a visit to Denver.
H. D. Meeks," a millinery salesman,
is here from Chicago.
Mrs. H. G. Souders of Estancia, is
visiting in Santa Fe for a few days.
Marshall D. Loveless of the fores.
try service is here from Roswell,
Mrs. F. E. Nuding entertained in-- :
formally at cards Wednesday

Boiler)

Summer Dresses

:::::::

For, though I know he loves me,
Tonight my heart Is sad
His kiss was not so wonderful
As all the dreams I had.

INSURANCE
Property-Ranch-

MILLINERY

THE KISS.
(By Sara Teasdale in Smart Set)
I hoped that he would love me.
And he kissed my mouth;
But I am like a stricken bird
That cannot reach the south.

a General Banking Business

Does

tion, is the happy father of a baby
daughter, who arrived at his home at
Wagon Mound while Mr. Sanchez wa3
in Las Vegas on a business trip.
y
of Mora county and a
Maline and Chiffon in all
Charles A. Spiess has returned
to Las Vegas from Taos where he had
pretty colors, as also a
been for two weaks.
fine line of lace for trimMrs. Cecilia JIORle gave a card
mings on Hats and Dresparty Thursday afternoon and it
ses
proved on of the most enjoyable
events of the week. It was in honor of
Mrs. Anna E. Hull of San Diego, Cal.,
who was here on her way east. There
were 30 guests and they played 500,
South-Eas- t
Corner Plaza
Mrs. X. B. Laughlin and Mrs. T. Z.
Winter being the prize winners. The
house was prettily decorated with li108
Xorthern Pacific 128; Read-- ;
lacs and snow balls.
Southen- Pacific 119;
F. S. Donnell has Returned from iing lf.97-8- ;
pfd
Boston where he has been over a 'Union Pacific 184; Steel 80
120; Copper duil; practically nomi-- :
month on mining business.
H. A. Coomer, general manager of !cal; Lead duil 4.404.45; silver 53
i
GRAIN, PORK, LARD, RIBS.
the New Mexico Central, went to
111.,
May 20 Close j
Torrance this week to look after the j Chicago,
-SS
Sept. 87
building of a new hotel at that point Wheat --July
Corn July 51
Sept. not quot- A. H. Case, superintendent of the
ed.
Santa Fe Gold and Copper Company's
Oats July 33
i
Sept. 33
mine and smelter, and who is well
Pork July 14.55; Sept. 13.97
inown in Santa Fe. has packed and
shipped his household goods, having 14.00.
decided to leave New Mexico for good j Ribs July 7.75; Sept 7.72
s there are no prospects
WOOL MARKET.
of the j
St.
minc3 andsmelter at San Pedro.
May 20. Spelter dull.
5.20; wool, unchanged; Terirtflry and
Mrs. Max Frost will leave
rw for Kansas City to visit friends. western medium 1517; fine mediums
From there she will go to Excelsior 12c15; fine lift 12.
LIVESTOCK.
Springs, mo., to spend several weeks.
The Saturday Card Club is meeting
Omaha,- - Xcb., May 29. Cattle Rethis afternoon at the home of Mrs ceipts 100. Market steady.
Native
E. A. Fiske. Miss Hilda Gottesleben steers, $5.20rG.10; .cows and heifers,
of Denver, who is visiting Mrs. J. G. $3.00'5.75; western
steers, $3.75
Schumann, is a guest of the club.
5.80; Texas steers, $3.255.75; cows
The Thirteen Card Club is meeting land heifers, $3.004.90;
canners.
this afternoon at the home of Mrs. 52.i5ifi4.75; stockers and
feeders,
Francis C. Wilson. . The guests of the $ 75j5.75; calves,
bulls,
J4.007.25;
c'uo are Mrs. R. H. Hanna, Mrs. C. M. stags, etc., $4.0005.25.
Stauffer, Mrs. Frank P. Xewhall, Miss
Kansas City, Mo.. May 20 Cattle
Josie Grimshaw of this city, and Mrs.
e
Receipts 2,000. Market steady.
J. P. Lyng of Raton and formerly of
steers, $5.506.20;
southern
Santa Fe.
Isteer3, $4.4Ofi5.C0;
southern cows
The Wallace Club is meeting this
heifers, $:!.004.C0; native cows
afternoon at the home of Miss jand
land heifers. $3.00ffjC.OO; stockers and
Richie Seligman on East Palace av- feeders,
bulls, $4.009)
nue.
The guests are Miss Amelia 5.00; calves. $4.50ffi7.00:
western
McFie and Miss Lucy Grygla.
steers, $4. 7505.75; western
cows,
Mrs. Standley G. Small and Mrs. J3.00ifi5.25.

PERSONAL

AND

PAGE FIVE

I

New-Nobby-Styli-

and Snappy

sh

:

Surprise Everybody

:

Prices
:

WE SET THE PACE

Na-itiv-

Frank w. Levert, junior., entertain
ed at bridge Thursday at Mrs. Small's
home on Washington avenue. There
v;ere eight tables and the affair was
most ejoyable.
The prizes were won
by Mrs. F. C. Wilson (first), and
jir3. Leroy O. Moore (second). Those
were Mesdames Bergere,
invited
Weltmer, Moulton. Jaffa, Thomas, A.
'

l.

Grimshaw,

Carl

Woman's Board of Trade A regu-- :
lar meeting of the Woman's Board
of Trade will be held on Monday aft- crnoon at the Public Library at 2:30
o'clock.

WlTOUuW

!

'

j

A NEW BREAKFAST

FOOD

Diaz, ARE YOU A

Bishop,
20th CENTURY WOMAN?
A Crisp Wholesome Food
Fiske, Fisher, Catron, Lavan, Rolls,
Bardshar, Nuding, Lyng, Ervien,
so, you are a dainty example of
Brown, Abbott, S. G. Cartwright,
her in your style of dressing as well
vies Wilson, Brookes, Dorman, Hoovis "a crisp, flaky food to be poured out of the box Into the to
as in other respects and never sugy Kookt-Ot- e
B. J. Locke, a student at the New er Meeki JamS
Arthur
Seligman,
dish and eaten for breakfast without cooking, but is much better K
even
in
the
mcst
Me-gest
1
inexpensive
Mexico School of Agriculture and
Seligman, Britton of Cleveland, Ohio,
than other flaked foods could possibly be.
"
"
or
g
chanic Arts, is at the Palace. He is yvarren, Gable, Blandy, and the Miss-o- toilet, the
Kookt-Otis far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor Is more
garment.
in
home
to
his
his
FarmingMore People
way
j es Ma63ie
Mrg Sman was assstcd
delightful.
Let us order your clothing made up
ton.
t
to
"Mikspb Anita TUivtrr
Slplla Tier. from
your personally selected designs to All of us know that oats is the world's standard for real nourishHon. L. Bradford Prince returned' gere, Richie Seligman,
GrimKookt-Ot- e
Josie
form of oats that has ever
ment
the
best
and
represents
rnd
to
materials
measmade
and
your
last evening from El Rito, Rio Arriba shaw and Annette McGibbon.
In
The
at no more expense than one', K been produced.
county, where he attended the closing color scheme of the decorations of ure,
pays for catalogue garments. Import-- !
... an(1
exercises of the SnnniRh.AmAriran tne nouse was wnite
Try a Package
,
green.
ed gowns direct from Paris at New!
Normal school. Renehen Linen Shower.
York
made
to
to
'
to
prices
your measure;
Marian Bishop gave a recepMany fair young ladies, exquisitely also one pair of 16 button French kid
Santa Fe Abstractrftealty & Insurance Agency. tionMfssThursday
to
in honor of Miss Fran-ces- s
to
gowned and carrying a little pack- gloves given with every $25 purchase.
Abbott of Las Cruces and forto
Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building
under their arms, were seen going
age
to
merly of Santa Fe, who is visiting Mr. up Palace avenue Wednesday afterto
W. H. GOEBEL, Importer
Phone Black No. 52,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
and Mrs. E. C. Abbott.
were about to take part
noon.
'
They
15
to
Mrs. J. G. Schumann held an at in a "linen shower"
Room 14, Catron Block.
at
the
given
to
in
honor
home Tuesday afternoon
yrtmi nf ATro A R Haitian hv "iff,.,.
bf her guest 'Miss Hilda Gottesleben , Rfi
;
'
of Denver, and many ladies called R. P.
Ervien for Miss Richie Seligand had an enjoyable visit.
man, who Rumor has it, will be a
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Vaughn, who June bride.
1
II
SI
.11
:
have a ranch on the Pecos, have re; "QUALITY & PURITY" J
On entering the home everyone
turned to the city. Mrs. Vaughn is at
must have been struck by the beauty
4Pf th decorations. r In the hallway
suffering with throat trouble.
of' Japanese
Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena, j stood the umbrella
and lnt0 whicn tJe 1'nen gifts
former mayor of Santa Fe who has'make
'
Te umbrella was
been seriously 111 with lumbago at his Wr dropped.
TO BUY AT HOME
And save money
Will enable you
home was able to sit up today. His trimmed with bridal wreath. In the
library to the right was more bridal
friends hope for an early recovery.
SILKS, SATINS, WHITE GOODS, LACE AND EMBROIDERIES
Miss Ethel Church and her sister wreath at the fire place, and masses
Mrs. W. T. Matson and little sonjof vnlte lilacs, flags and snowballs
We have all the
Frederick Matson will arrive Monday white and green. In the dining room
20
styles in
from- Washington, and will will visit carried out well the color scheme of
Women's & Men's fine Stockings
Miss May Church at 124 Bower Place. the table was decorated In white,
Mayor Seligman left 'yesterday af boquets of marguerites being placed
ternoon for Las Vegas where he joins nar the white hooded candles and
The
Mrs. Seligman. They will go to Trout dazzling silver candle sticks
Springs where they will be the guests! whole house spoke of spring, the time
ft of
Mr. and Mrs. Max Nordhaus, They of showers and also of June, the
will return to Santa Fe tomorrow eve- -' month of brides,
!
ning. ;
An interesting feature of the afx
Mrs. Charlotte Michael arrived'; In fair was the cutting of the cake
u.r..r
the pity yesterday oh a visit to'Mrs, when the refreshments were served.
ti
J. H. Ward and family and her daugh- Miss Maud Hanlon received the ring,
Nothing Can be More Appropriate.
PLANT8, Fruit In Season. Wedding '
Cut Flowers
Miss Carlin Michael, who is a Miss Flo Moore the thimble and Mrs.
ter,
no
!K
Frames
of
Picture
Silver
and
Decoration.
Beautiful DesignsColognes jjf
Bouquets
Sterling
at the Normal University. The Frank Lavan the silver dime.
Specialty Funeraf beslflns.
c
$
Sandwich
$ student
Trays Lockets Chains Silver Deposit Wire.
Michaels
live
in
VeSanta
Fe.
Las
'A
This was the first affair of its kind
I can give you ideas.
Out of town orders given careful attention. An extra charge of 25c $
it
Optic.
gas
for Miss Seligman and proved
for packing on order under $3.00.
given
TRY ME
Mrs, Henrj Woodruff
entertained a. success.
the Japanese
at 500 Monday at her home on Lin- umbrella was Certainly
ARFM IlftN f.ARnFN R V. BOYLE, Mzr.
exBUTT
BROS.
i
welj filled with
9. coln avenue in aonbr 'bl Mrs. J. P.
Refiable Jeweler
quisite linen g'fts.
of
and
Raton
of
Mrs.
Charles
Lyng
:
V " Santa Fe, New Mexico;
Phone Black 12. .
DRUGGISTS
M. Stauffer of tJUs citjr
the house .Those whq attended the shower
was tastefully decorated .with purple were Mesdames Fairfield, Lavan, CaPhone Red 161
West Side Plaza
,Dorman,
Davies,
lilac3 and the dining table with yel- tron, Grimshaw
Wheelon, Carl Bishop, Brown, James
4
low tulips..
:.!...'.
J. W. Mayes has gone to El Paso, Seligman, Arthur Seligman Britton,
and the Misses Ruth., Laughlin, Flo
Texas, on a busines trip.:
Nineteen Las Vegas Boy Scouts Moore, Hanlon, Frances Abbot, Josie
:
': i.
members of the Las Vegas Boy Scouts Grimshaw, Abramson. Estella Ber. (Old
FOR THAT SUMMER OUTING
Sparks 'Ranch)'
have signet up thus far for an over- gere, Anita Bergere, McGibbon, Mas CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
land trio to 'Santa Fe and the ni in sie, Boyle, Grygla, and Clow, of Min- Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
MEXICAN HATS
dwellings, on which they will start Deapolls
SIGN WRITING
:
from the Meadow City on the last day
' Best of Beds ' ' ' r
Best of Food
New
Full
Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter)
and
'
x
of May.
First Class Work Guaranteed
MARKET REPORT
Cold Pure Spring Water
Miss Julia Jaffa and Miss Eleanor
Artistic
Latest in Hand Color- No Invalids
Jaffa, daughter of Territorial Secre$15 a Week
Post
Cards.
&
Framinf.
in;
e
tary and Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, will
MONEY AND METALS.
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy dhost, Willow and Bear Creeks
here Monday from Washington , New
PAUL
P.
LACASSAGNE
York, May 20. Call money
where they have been attending nominal;
Curio
" Write Pecos
309 San Francisco
pime mercantile paper 31-Telegraph Glorieta " .
school,'
671-4- ;
4;
Amalgamated
Sugar
'
Street
Street.
Francisco
San
County School Superintendent Bias 119
Atchison 1121-2- ;
Great Northber of the territorial board of educa-'- l ern, pfd., 129; New York Central
READY-TO-EA-

1

REMEMBER THIS!

"hand-me-down-

"readv-to-wear-

n

We

Bond
Than Any Other Company
the World!
NATIONAL SURETY COMPANY,

J

T

e

'

...

.

'

Arkansas Strawberries

J
!

H. S.

KAUNE

& CO.

'

Our Saturday Special Sales

I"..;

I

"ALWAYS

latest

I

JOHN

May

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

!

!

PFLUEGER

For Saturday

RELIABLE" j

j

-

i

BETTER

j

FOR

less!

-

Wri

CO.:

t

I

ft ,

Q YONTZ,

THE
..... VAUQHAN RANCH

!

ar-riv-

Santa Fe Trail

2

CONTINUOUS

:

SERVICE

AND

DAY

SOLE AGENTS
v

FOR

WIRE

UP

THOSE

DARK

PLACES

1

Electric Irons That Stay Hot
Electric Toasters

Water Heaters and Percolaters

Santa Fe Water and Light Company1,

Company

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves .
Electric Curling Irons ,
Electric . Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots
Electric
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Longfellow

Si

1, k

Louis Rocky

Bernard Spitz.
on the
"Aunt Maloney

A Poor Weak Woman

Chinese

Selected

Question

At she is termed, will endure bravely and patiently

Helen Winters.
Tail-Holt,-

Pacific

Company

Railway

Sept. Ut

la effect

(Road Down)

(Read Up)

1910

b ru

16

VlKil
Thompson

20
25
31
42
49

..

48
55

3 07
3 45
3 35

Lv

"?
()

Ar

94

Guests

The farmer and his wife were about to sit down to a
cold supper when they saw some old fiiends driving
towards the house.

9 05
8 20
8 02

'

6
6
6
6

The good wife was equal to the occasion
her New Perfection Oil

35
27
17

Cook-stov-

00

pm

F.

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M..

DEDMAN,

Superintendent

e.

G P. Agent,

New Perect ion.
Oil

Mule with I. 2 and 3 burners, with
Ions, turquoise blue enameled chimneys.
lhe
Handsomely finished throughout,
2- - and 3 burner stovetcan be had with or
without a cabinet top. which is lined with
drop shelves, towel racks, etc.
Dealers everywhere ; or write for descriptive circular to the nearest agency
of the

(Incorporated)

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
m Paso Bisbee D0"1
and ay points in New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Theoce
To

THE

EAST

BEST

OR

BIG IRRIGATED

ICIIICIUIIO.KCEIIEIT.1

CLASS NIGHT EXERCISES
LAND
AT HIGH SCHOOL
DEAL IS CLOSED.

Mennonites Will Establish Colony on Elaborate and Interesting Program
Has Been Prepared and Will
Benson Ranch South of Carlsbad,
Be Rendered Thursday.
Eddy County.

WEST

For

rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

&

Agent.

Et Paso Texas.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
VIA

(Scenic Line of the World)

ROUND TRIP FROM SANTA FE
TO-

-

Atlantic City $ 85.35
$ 50.35
Chicago

Detroit
Pueblo
St. Louis
St. Paul

Cathedral.
First mass at 6 o'clock a. m. Second
mass at 9:30. Sermon in English.
Third mass at 10.30. Sermon in Spanish. Rosary and Benediction at 6:30
On every day of
p. m. Devotions.
May at 6:30 o'clock p. m. the children
of the parochial school will sing the
hymns.
Lady of Guadalupe.
6 a. m.
Second
(high) 9:30 a. m.

Presbyterian.

at 9:45 a. m. Chris
tian Endeavor af' 6:45 p. m. No
Prayer meeting
preaching services.
Wednesday evening at 7:45 o'clock.
Sabbath school

Colo. Springs $ 18.15
Denver
$ 21.10

Correspondinly Low Rates to AH Other Points
On Sale Daily
June 1 to September 30, Limit October 31
if

)

Tickets and Reservations at

I

New Mexican Building or Union Depot
PROFESSIONAL

before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M

HQS

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

mtfw'e'i
....
,

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in ue Distrl t Court as
well as before the Supreme Court of
New Mexico the territory.

PAUL A. F. WALTER
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

WILLIAM McKEAN

-

Attorney-at-La-

Mining

and Land

Taos,

Las Cruces,

Law.
New Mexico.

New Mexico.

PROBERT & COMPANY
Investments
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors

We have for sale general stocks of
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard
Territorial District Attorn y
and other Business
Opportunities
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Taos county.
New Mexico. throughout
Las Vegas,
Bank References Furnished
C. W. G. WARD

New Mexico.
Taos,
Chas. R. Easley.
Chas. F. Easley.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
DR. C. M. RILEY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and before Veterinary of Physician and Surgeon.
Graduate
McKillep's
Veterinary
Land Department.
College of Chicago.
Land grants and titles examined.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
8anta Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-ci-

Ros-wel- l;

CHICHESTER S PILLS

....Sanford

June 5, 6,

& 10

to 22,

a,

N. M.
E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Dentistry a Specialty
Office: East side of plaza, corner
o; Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Phone Red 138.

CK 1A San Diego or
Los Angeles
$00. LJ
C i C 1A San Francisco

Practice in the District and Su
Herewith are some bargains offered j?tJ.7U
or Oakland
Prompt and careful b
premo Courts.
the New Mexican Printing corn,
to
ail business.
attention given
New Mexico pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the Going and returning via direct lines,
Santa Fe.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep CCS AA Portland and return
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
HARRY D. MOULTON
via direct lines,
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code yOvMV
tor
two
the
$10.
$6;
Pleadings,
CA1 CA Going one way via
Attorney-at-LaAdapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
San Francisco
,
ot New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
Return limit Sept. I5th, I9l I
tun leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
Santa Fe, N. M.

$Jb,vJ

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. 0.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the District Court
ad give apeclal attention to cases

Cover Pock-- t Dockets, single,. $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each.
New
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each.
Compilation Corporation Lavs, 75 c. Compilation Mining Laws, 0 c
Money's
Digest ot New Mexico Reports, tuV
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.

$30.00

REMARKABLE EXPERIMENT
AT WILLIAMSON RANCH.
Trying Out New Fire, Camp and Pa
trol Telephone Apparatus on
Pecos.
Glorieta, N. M., May 20. A prelim
inary series1 of very remarkable experiments with a newly invented, combined fire, camp and portable patrol
telephone have just been commenced
by the forest service in the vicinity of
Glorieta.
C. H. Starkweather, Jr., of the for
est service, reached here yesterday
and established temporary headquarters on the Williamson ranch at
the foot of Glorieta mountain, one
and a half miles from the station.
t
of some of
In a preliminary
the new equipment, Mr. Starkweather,
assisted by George P. Williamson,
manager of the Williamson ranch, suc
ceeded in signaling and talking to
Thomas R. Stewart, at his headquarters on the iPanchuela, thirty milas
away, over a mixed line and using for
ground rods in turn, an army bayo
net, a signal corps ground rod and
various other emergency expedients,
even to a pocket knife.
The Williamson ranch being sur
rounded on three sides by the Pecos
national forest, Mr. Williamson has of
fered to place every facility at the
disposal of the forest service electrical experts in furthering their experi
ments.
try-ou-

Illustrated Literature by
Applying to

H. S. Lutz,

Agent,

Santa Fe, N. M.

"The Might

of Decision,". .Pauline

.

Dillman Kinsell.

....

Humorist,". ... .Riley
Edward Cartwright.
. .
"Sandalphon"
.....Longfellow
Lulu Krlck.
"The Old Swimmln' Hole,". .. . .Riley
Howell Ervien.
"Like My Mother Used to Make," Riley
Robert Willison.
"Song of the Market Place," Selected
Consuelo Bergere.
"Our Whippings,"...... .Eugene Field
Elmer Friday.
.Lowell
. . .
"The Courtin',"
Hansel Pflueger.
Piano Solo "The Flatterer,"
Claribel Fischer.
"The Wreck of the Hesperus,"
"The

n

'

5
3

J. Lucero
A.

Urrutia

1

Second Heat.
E. Gonzales
F. Flores

5

NOT AN EXPERIMENT.

1

Paint Lick, Ky.-MMary Free
man, of this place, says: ".Before I!
commenced to take Cardui, I suffered:
so much from womanly trouble! 1
was so weak that I was down on my
back nearly all the time. Cardui has
done me more good than any medicine
I ever took in my life. I can't possibly praise It too highly." You need
not be afraid to take Cardut It is no
new experiment. For fifty years, it
has been found to relieve headache,
backache, and similar womanly trou-

.5

Urrutia.

J Diaz....

Broad Jump.
.".

5

L. Gomez
S. Acosta

3

.1
Dash.

d

.... .........
Second Heat.

L. Balderama.
Indian.

.

5

. .

J. Diaz

:

. . 5

..............
..

3

.1

Rosas

...

Indian

EFFECTIVE

JUNE

1st,

1911

From

Santa Fe,

N. M.

To

Chicago, $50.35
St. Louis, $44.35
St. Paul, $50.35
Buffalo, $64.95
$75.95

Boston,

COLORADO

.............$21.10

Denver

18.15
Colorado Springs
16.35
Pueblo
Low rates to many other principal
points in the United States, Canada
and Mexico.
.

today.

High Jump.

J. Martinez

Rates

g,

Heat.

..

Indian
F. Golding

TOURIST

Liberal stop-ove-r
privileges.
Return limit, October 31st, 1911.
bles.
of gentle-actinComposed
For further particulars see any
nero ingredients, caroui builds up Santa Fe agent,
the strength preventing much unneH. S. LUTZ, Agent
,,; r
cessary pain. Try It for your troubles,
Santa Fe, N. M. '.

....

Third

A.

'

,

...31

L. Abeyta
L. Gomez

Summer

rs.

Shot Put.
A.

I7T71

New York, $76.35

3
"

Indian.

3

.......2

Indian

..1

Hurdle Race

Flores

3

Abeyta
Indian

3

F.

MULLIGAN &

-

1

Second Heat.
C,

....Kinsell J

"The Modern Knight," Isabel Walker
"The Price of a Vote," Ralph Smythe
Parents and friends are Invited to
the above exercises and also to visit
the various school exhibits. '
Program by Freshman Class.
The following program was given
yesterday by the Freshman' Class of
the High school:
V;
"It is Not Always May,". .Longfellow

1

Dash.
C. Anaya

"

Santa Fe,

...53

Hill....

'

California

Excursions,

W.

Light.

The Red Light District at Albuquer
que was denounced this week at that
place by Father O'Malley. The red
light district, he declared, has no place
in a civilized community. Its inhabitants are social outcasts, beyond tha
pale of the Divine and the human law.
He favored the utter abolition of such
a district in the community. He spoke
of the certain punishment that awaits
the transgressor of moral law, both
in this world and the next, and cited
many forceful and dramatic incidents
from his own observation that had
been wrought by these transgressions.
God gave man his mind, said ths
speaker, in order that he might be
able to control the unholy impulses
of his body, and he made a powerful
appeal to his hearers to strive for the
nobler, and higher things of life.

SALT LAKE CITY

Points.
College. Indians.

J. Martinez
M. Chavez

Red

Everyone welcome.
Church of Holy Faith (Episcopal.)
Fifth Sunday after Easter (Roga
If you want anything on earth try
tion Sunday) Sunday school at 9:45 a New nfexlcan Want Ad.
a. m. Morning service and sermon 11
a. m. All are welcome.
St. John's M. E. Church.
There will be the usual services at
St.
John's Methodist
Episcopal
Church next Lord's Day, May 21st.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
AND RETURN
Preaching at 11 a. m. by the pasvia
to
Men."
"God
tor.
Speaks
Subject,
Epworth League service at 7 p. m.
Subject, "Giving a Convincing Testimony."
Preaching at 7:45 p. m., by the pastor. Subject, "Great Eloquence SupDates of Sale May 30 land 31
ported by Great Beneficence."
Return Limit, June 20th 1911
room
will
be
for
you
there
Come,
and a welcome to all these services.
B. F. SUMMERS, Pastor

Hotel Arrivals.

ACT I.
Palace.
Mrs. N. R. Cagle, Denver; H. D. Scene The library of Mrs. Ray's
Meeks, Chicago; J. C. Neal, Kansas
Country home on the Hudson.
Pointers.
City; .1. W. Know, B. J. Locke,
"Remember the ponies?" "Drifted into
Montezuma.
being engaged." "I can't see," "Con
E. J. Eames, Chicago; 'Smith H.
found Tony." "Any woman would."
.
"Don't, worry.' "Hush, I'm untang
Simpson, Taos; W. E. Garrison, Mesll-laPark; Marshall D. Loveless,
ling Tony."
N. A. Hardeman, St. Louis; F.
ACT II.
E. Evans, Newton, la.; Charles S.
Scene Same as Act 1. Time: an
Brown, Albuquerque; C. C. Covington, hour later.
El Paso; R. M. Davis, F. C. StephenPointers.
son, Denver; C. B. Stubblefleld, Alcal- "How, don't we?" "It's a shame.
see him holden her hand." "Does
de; Bill Whit, Chicago; H. G. Vaughn,
Pecos.
she want you to marry Tony?"
Coronado.
"Flirting with my Gladys." "Dear
Ole Jim." "She wants $20,000.'
T. Buckingham, Cerrillos; .1. H.
School child
Admission 25 cents.
Abiquiuf R. C. Carson, Flagstaff,
Ariz.; B. H. Dawe, Las Vegas; John ren 10 cents. Doors open at 7:45.
H. Young, Abiquiu; F. V. Deuel, G.
Junior Orations.
Z. Shone, Alamosa; C. M. Rochester,
The following orations will be de
.
Madrid.
livered by the Juniqrs of the High
School next. Wednesday afternoon at
i o'clock:
'The Mexican Situation,". ..Morton
It KAN l
a.
Seligman
faJiA? AaU your Drui
Edna Lutz
'Roads,"
Ki-mid Hold inetaUicV
nil inseuled
'Is America Progressing?" Charlotte
witll Khie liil.rvwi. JS
D"xe6,
Take no other. Buy of your V
.Wientge
MASIUNII ItttANII I'ilJ.H, for 85
Lola Michelson
"The Telephone,".
years known fts Ikst. Safest, Always Reliant
AT
aria,
Violin Solo "Hearts and Flowers,"
SOin BY WJUOGISTS FVERYWHFWE
Consuelo Bergere
"Election of United states Senators
by the People,".. ;. Eugene Harvey
'Personal Magnetism," . Hazel Sparks
"Universal Peace,".
May Bergere
Vocal Solo "Only a Dream,". Opal

mass

First mass

The class night exercises of the Se
Carlsbad, X. M., May 20. The
largest deal in irrigated land in the nior Class, always an enjoyable event
history of the Carlsbad project of the to the seniors and their friends, will
U. S. reclamation service has just be held in the high school auditoribeen closed. The tract contains six um Thursday night. The program is ner the
participants rested until 3
hundred and two acres of watered of two parts, as usual, with a musiof sports
the
when
oclock,
land. The consideration is $60,000. cal and literary entertainment follow- for the afternoonprogram
was
by a
opened
The heirs of the late General R. S. ed by a play in which well known San baseball
betwee
the two
Benson sold this property for $.'!0,00O ta Fe boys and girls will take part. schools. game
It was so dusty and windy
The program is as follows:
to T. W. Crow, who now sells to Gerwas rather difficult.
ball
that
playing
This
man Mennonites from Oklahoma.
PART L
of both sides play
s one of the best tracts in the Pecos Music "Summer Fancies" O. Matra However, the boys
ed with great energy until the last
into
be
divided
will
land
The
valley.
Glee Club.
The Indiana
ball had been thrown.
small farms.
Class History
score of 10
a
off
victorious
came
by
German
the
Some months ago
Josephine Cunningham to 3. The baseball game Was follow
Mennonites sent a committee here to Class Will
John Windsor
which also added
a
investigate the conditions under this Music "White Butterfly" L. Denza ed by
few points to the already high
a
coloa
of
a
view
with
locating
project
Glee Club
score of St. Michael's. The exercises
ny. The committee made three trips Class Poem
Maud Palmer were finished
by a mile relay race
and made a most careful investigation Class
Nellie Harrison which was taken
Prophecy
by the team of the
of the water supply, land titles, soil
PART II.
College.
conditions, etc. Everything was found
Class Day "Untangling Tony"
satisfactory and it was decided to es
County School Superintendent John
Cast of Characters
tablish a settlement here. The deal
This
V. Conway acted as starter.
athletic enthusiast is one of St.
just closed is the first step to make Mrs. Ray, who is rich but worried..
Felicitas Kaune Michael's best rooters and he did not
the colony a reality. Other deals are
C.
pending and the prospects are that in Anthony Ray, "Tony" her son
go back on them on this occasion.
Harold Stephens J. Crandall seemed to be well pleasa few months there will be a strong
body of Mennonites in the project. Mildred Carew, her vcousin, a young ed at the showing made by all the
The future of the project ii full of, widow
Dorothy Griffin boys, although, it is supposed,
he
promises as it has needed just this Mrs. Mannering, with designs on would have rather have seen his
class of people to develop its many
May Bergere school win in this meet.
"Tony"
However,
resources.
Gladys Mannering, an only child...
he did not show any discrimination.
Josephine Cunningham He extended hospitality and kindness
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medi Mrs. Fenwick Van Alsten, a friend of to all.
The faculty and students of
John Windsor St. Michael's
the family
cine.
They are neanng, strongmen-ing- ,
College extend their
of
a
star
act
Miss
tonic.
and
Carroll,
Carolyn
bright
They
antiseptic
sincere thanks to Mr. Crandall and
Nellie
chorus
all
the
Friday his staff for the
For sale by
druggists
quickly.
kindly interest they
Mrs. Brown, a temporary aunt
took in all contests no matter who
60.35
Maud Palmer
was winning.
Thompson, a butler ....Ralph Smythe
16.35
Dash.
Time One morning early in June.

$
$
$ 44.35
$ 50.35

.

:

-

ROUTE

nt

Priest Denounces

The first event, which was the 75
yard dash by the Juniors, was started at 10 a. m. (.when Superintendent
that everyC. J. Crandall announced
thing was ready to begin. This event
was taken by Willard Hill, one of the
San Miguel boys, the time of this
seconds.
race being 9
The second event, the 100 yard
dash was taken by- the College with.
Anaya first and Lucero a close secThe time of this was about
ond.
ten seconds. The next thing in which
the Red men met defeat at the hands
of the College boys was the shot put,
taken by A. Urrutia
which was
throwing a distance of 26 feet 11 inThe relay race and broad
ches.
jump were also taken by the college.
During the morning, the College
took all the events with the exception
of the high jump, which was taken
by one of the Indians who jumped 62
The two mile race was takinches.
en by one of the St. Catherine School
boys, running the distance in 5 minutes 33 seconds.
Baseball.
At 1 p. m., dinner was announced
by Mr. Crandall and everyone lined
up and marched into the spacious
dining room where an excellent dinAfter dinner wa3 served to all.
-

Continental Oil Company

ASK FOR TICKETS

Prom Santa Fe

'

cloth-boun-

one-ce-

3

She never could have managed it with an
range.
The New Perfection is the quickest, most convenient and best cooker
on the market.

WILLIAMS,

M,

p4

athletics.

thanks to

She had it lit in a moment, and her guests hardly were seated
on the porch before a hearty hot meal was ready for the table
sausages and eggs and long rashers of streaky bacon, and rolls just
crisped in the oven and fresh coffee and the hostess herself as cool
and neat as if she had not been near the kitchen.

p ni

JOonnects at- Colfax with E. P. 4 S. W. Ry. train both North' and 8outb.3
SStage Cor Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.I
Stage leaves Uto Parte. N, M for KlUa'wtlitown, N M.. at 9:00 a. m, dally except
undsys. Pare fci.w one way S3.50 round trip; fifty pound bagsaze carried free.
0. & S. train leaves Vm Moines, N, M-- . for the south at 11:11 p. ra. arrives from the
th at 4:38 a. m,
C. G.

The boys of St. Michael's College
highly at
distinguished themselves
the Field Meet which was held on
Thursday last at the U. S. Indian
Industrial School. Though no records
were broken, still, all who had the
chance of witnessing this meet had
an opportunity of seeing something
in this
which is not very common
part of the territory in the line of

Unexpected

9 32

Oerrososo

agonies which a strong man would give way under.
The fact is women are more patient than they ought
to be under such troubles.
.
Every woman ought to know that she may obtain
the most experienced medical advice free of charge
and in absolute confidence and privacy by writing to
the World's Dispensary Medical Association, R. V.
Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y. Dr. Pierce
has been chief consulting physician of the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo, N. Y., for
many years and has had a wider oractical eznerience
in the treatment of women's diseases than any other physician in this country,
His medicines are
for their astonishing efficacy.
The most perfect remedy ever devised for weak and deli .
cate women is Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
IT MAKES WEAK WOMEN STRONG,
SICK WOMEN WELL.
The many and varied symptoms of woman's peculiar ailments are fully set
forth in Plain English in the People's Medical Adviser (1008 pages), a newly
Edition of which,
revised and
will he mailed free on
stamps to pay cost of mailing only. Address as above.
receipt of 31
world-famo-

50
30
15
05
45
Z5
55

865

7 45
Lv
Cimarron
Ar am
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park. N.M... Lv;

,

00

10 15
9 49

CColfax

Ar

Michael's
College
Themselves
Distinguished
and Carried off Honors.

1
1 SO

I. VI

Ar
Katon.N.M
.cmtton Home N' M....
SPreston
Koehler Junction
koehler

j

68
76
82

15
43
00
10
18
ZS
45

.

nunnlneuam
....Olifton House N.M
i.Lv

2 SO
2 47

4
3
3
3
3
2
2

Lv..Des Moines. N. M....Ar
Kumaluo.Jedruun. ..
Capulm ...

0
4
11

7 30
7 .(0
05
8 SO
35
8 50
9 10
9 35
10 0l

Students of "t.

20

STATIONS

Is

FIELD DAY MEET
AT INDIAN SCHOOL.

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES

4
4
5
5
5
5
5

"
"The Little Town of
Ralph Sparks.

L,

.

5

Anaya
Diaz

. .

'

,3

Lujan

,

.......

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

1

Pole Vault.
L.

Gomez....

Indian
Indian

..5

,

... i .........

....

Indian.

. .

.

(Seniors).
?.

,

130

RED

108

Picture Framing Tastefully and Satisfactorily

,

6

PALAoa
AVE
Done.

it

i
j!

3
1

,

High Jump (Seniors)..
J. Lucero
5
Indian
Indian
........
...

....... ...........
....

3
1

In the Wak of tne Measles.
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not sleep.
She says: "One bottle of Foley Honey
and Tar Compound completely cured
him and he has never been bothered
since. Croup, whooping cough, meas
les cough, all yield to Foley's Honey
and Tar , Compound.
The genuine
is in the yellow packages always. Re
fuse substitutes.
For sale by all

druggists.
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Pole Vault
J. Lucero
Indian

RITO

R0SWELL AUTO CO., R0SWELL, N. M.
Carrying the U. 8. mall and pas100 lbs.
to
Baggage allowance
sengers between Vaughn, N. M and each regular ticket, exeeaa baggage
Roswell, N. M, connecting with tie at the rate ot $5.00 per hundred lbs.
El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock Is- T We are equipped to carry any kind
a
land Railroads and the Atchison,
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
ft Santa F Railroad.
rates are given for excur'
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar- Special
for
sions,
eight or more 'passengers.
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m. ,
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m ar For further Information, write ' the
rive in Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
To-pek-
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Kindling Social Life in Rural
Districts and Sleepy
Towns
VARIOUS

METHODS EMPLOYED

Some of These Might Be Applicable in New Mexico Communities.
By HENRY ISRAEL,

Secretary, County Work Department
of International Committee of Y.
M. C. A.

(Exclusive Service The Survey Press
Bureau.)
It was an old New England community of about 1,700 people. From
It had come great men. Like so many
other towns it became a victim of
the old agriculture and fell into decay. The soil of the surrounding section is thin and apparently unproductive. Only the trunks of apple trees
are left as monuments to a once
great apple producing district.
To this village with its churches,
post office, isolated store, all presenting a monotonous, gray, weather beaten appearance for want of paint, came
a county secretary, the employed of
ficer of a county committee, whose
business is to survey the needs of the
community and to call attention to
the fact that there is a social life in
with all
the place and to
of its existing institutions.
An analysis of the soil proved that
it had lost none of its old virtue so
far as apple growing was concerned.
The Agricultural College was asked
to
philanthropic citizens
enlisted and land secured which was
planted with several thousand young
apple trees. A dozen or so of the
older boys to whom the secretary had
given some idea of country life as it
might be, were fired by the possibilities of the future and pledged their
life and service to a new community.
With the economic awakening of
the town has come a little advancerural
The
ment along all lines.
church has felt the stimulus of this
new blood and the entire community
was brought together on a construe

ty play days and carnivals in which
every boy and girl, man and woman
takes part.
The whole question of the home is
vitally involved in rural community
progress which implies the better
knowledge of the needs of the home
and the conditions that must be met
before home life can be made more
satisfactory. Among the results of
this will be the further invention and
introduction of the labor saving devices. The spirit of the home will be
conserved by the development of the
closer relation between parents and
children. Many parents' meetings are
laid
held where emphasis is being
upon comradeship and friendship between parents and their children as
well as the need of inspiring boys and
girls to a greater interest in the arrangement of the home and in conserving its spirit and orderliness.
Sanitation, domestic and community
hygiene, the whole question of the
conservation of rural health in fact,
are taken into consideration and discussed.
Rural, progress in country life cannot be made without great spiritual
force and, therefore, the Y. M. C. A.
puts first and foremost the spiritual
movement in everything.
It holds
out no selfish incentive to those who
would join in its efforts. The organization is based upon the getting together to do something for a community. Much is being said these days
about the federation of the rural
church, but there is an aspect of federation concerning which little is
said. This is the bringing together of
community forces regardless of denominational lines and the working
together for a common program involving the entire realm of economics, education, social life, civics, rec
reation, the home and spiritual at
fairs. This work is now being conducted in 22 states and in the provinces of United States and Canada
with 60 employed experts in 50 different counties and over 500 communi
ties.
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scars

tion we shall get somewhere after a
And if they can impose
while.
some penalty sufficiently heavy to
"!
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a nig, long step win oe uiKtn.
Words of Catholic Priest.
If not tailed for within two weeks
The following
flipping from the
was handfd us
they will be sent to tho dead letter Chicago
office at Washington.
(or republication by Judge A. L. Morrison;
Archuleta Margareta G. de
Arnold Charles G.
Yesterday might have ix'en Father's
Baca Encarnacion
day instead of Mother's day to judge
from the address given by Father V,
Barela Rafel
of the Paul-is- t
J OTullaghai),
Borego Venceslado
Fathers in Chicago, at the Child's
Barber 11. C.
Welfare exhibit in the Coliseum.
Dewitt R. S.
"Motherhood is the most sacred
I). & R. G. Restaurant
Griego Anastacio
thing in the world," said Father O'Cal
Griego Agapito
laghan, "but the mother cannot do
You fathers mu.
Gonsalez Luis
everything.
help
Guterres i ilies
her with her work. There must be
a new gallantry toward women a
Guterres Vicente
Kingsfiled Wm.
gallantry which will make man reJimenes Nicolas
strain his appetite and
give over
what is called pergonal liberty for
Jeffrey Magdaline
Harsch Mrs.
tho welfare of the mother and the
Heidenreich J. E.
child. For there can be no welfare
Lamaraeux H. A.
for the child until there has been
welfare for the mother.
Wants City Made Safe.
"But aside from the personal way,
there is another way in which men
must help the mothers and the chilThis is by votes.
dren.
The city
must be made a safe place in which
mothers can rear their children.
"Perfect sanitation and hygiene, if
they could be had, would not solve
the question of a child's welfare. It
With
goes far deeper than that.
more than 7,000 saloons in the city,
wtih dives innumerable, is it
any
wonder that the mother stands appalled at the dangers which
surround
If the saloon3 and the
her child?
dives were forced out of existence
income
would be so far
family
increased that the field of philanthropy would be narrowed."
Something for You.
It has at once become apparent to
National Headquarters that we have
undertaken a herculean task in offering to assort and send to the various
congressmen the "demand" coupons
coming from their constituents. We
must beg off.
"Do it yourself." Fill in this coupon and mail direct to your congressat Roswell.
man at Washington.
Get your country paper, your city
paper, your church paper to aid this
Martines Rebecca.
fight by printing this coupon.
Monte3 Carmelita Richer
Act quick Congres is in session!
Ortiz Vicente
Every Prohibitionist, every lover of
Robinson Miss A. M.
justice, and every man, woman and
Romero Dorotea
child who believes that the people of
Sherman Ensie
our states have a right to expect re
Trujillo TIburcio
spect for their reform laws from the
Townsend F. G.
federal government should fill in this
Ethel
Weymore
and let his representative
In calling for these letters please coupon
know that the good people of his ter
state whether "advertised" or net
ritory want to know. "Where do you
E. C. Burke, Postmaster.
Inttr-Ocea-

Do Not Trust 1 hemselves.
The Democratic party of Arizona
probably knows who its collar wearers are, and what control is required
for the apparently available judge
timber it possesses. Hence the de- sire for the recall. They don't dare

trust... even... themselves. Raton
Range.
Where

and

Republicans

Democrats

Agree.

It 18 reported that President Taft
has announced that in the event of
statehood for New Mexico he will appoint William H. Pope judge of the
United States district court for New
Mexico. If he will do this he will be
forgiven many omissions and com- -

$

,

Q

missions regarding New Mexico
fairs Roswell Daily Uecord.

af-

Honest, Injun!
More than
of the
states of the Union have constitu- j tions as hard to amend as that voted
by the people of New Mexico. If they
don't stop their opposition to our be-iadmitted on EQUAL TERMS with
said states, we had better petition
congress to kick 'em out of the Union
unless they likewise amend at once.
The mere fact that the majority of
the people in those state are satisfied,
and wish matters to remain as they
are, need not be taken into account,
as the minority is doing all the steering these days. But honest; if they
belong in, we do, too. Ratcn Range.
throe-fourth-

g

s'ljK-rio-

oftae) f Q

Q Q ft
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FLUSHES

WA Nl
FOR RENT Six roomed house, furnished or unfurnished. D. S. Lowitzki.
FOR SALE

Household

furnishings at 301
Call at any time.

2

goods

and

Galisteo street

LOST Ciiihuanua Dog on Satur-a-y
night from 431 San Francisco Su
Return to Anaya & Lopez and receive
reward.
TYPEWRITERS.

adjusted and repaired. New

Cleaned,

platens furnished. Ribbons .and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes bandied.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter ExPhone 231.

change.

SALESMAN' for this territory who
has experience in selling advertising
premium goods or calendars. ?25 a week drawing account and
expenses. (A new house with new line
M. J.
of advertising specialties).
Walsh & Co.,
W. Huron St.,
Chicago, 111.
440-45- 2

PCBL1C LAND SCRIP Scrip will
pass title to government land without
"ttlenient, residence or cultivation.
Title to unsurveyed land cannot be
procured in any other manner. By
use of scrip costly, tedious and dan
gerous contests may be averted. Write
today for full particulars. Fen S. Hil- dreth, 210 Fleming Bldg.. Phoenix,
Arizona.
SALESMAN' WANTED The most
highly rated and best known firm is;
America selling groceries by samples
to consumers has an original plan to
offer reliable, industrious men, enabling them to quickly establish a permanent busines of their own. yielding
a good income; goods sold subject to
trial; no investment, commissions adsettlements. Exvanced,
perience not essential. References required. JOHN" SEXTON & CO., IM&
GRO
PORTERS
WHOLESALE
STS..
CERS, LAKE & FRANKLIN
Chicago.
y

Junior Class at New Mexico Military Institute
What Is Truth?
The Santa Fe New Mexican seems
THAT'S GAPES When littie chicks
Kidney L.is aiso take hold of
Today, the annual commencement
stand around with mouths open and
rather peevish over the remarks of
New Mexico Military ycur system and help you to rid yourof
the
exercises
the Raton Range on statehood. The
wings hanging loose, sneeze, cough,
Institute began at 8:30 with Guard self of your dragging backache, dull
seem unable to swallow or to breathe.
Range told the truth and that is
Mount; at 9 a. m., battalion inspec- headache, nervousness, impaired eyeThe gape worms from infected ground
what hurts. Roswell Record.
tion; at 5:30 p. m., battalion parade. sight, and all the ills resulting from
or drinking water crowd the windpipe
to
sermon
action
of
the impaired
Tomorrow at 11 a. nr., the
your kidneys
to suffocation.
They sap the vitality
Can't Beat the Climate.
Remember it is Foley
will be preached by Rev. and bladder.
of the chicks. Most treatments are as
The Capital city daily is quite cor the cadets
do this.
For sale
hard on the chick as on the
rect. The wonderful climate of San Austin D. Cr.le, pastor of Wicker Kidney Pills that
tive program.
all druggists.
Fact is. gapes are hard to
The Y. M. C. A. in its approach ft) ta Fe only needs to become known Park Lutheran Church of Chicago. by
treat. Conkey's Gape Remedy is sucIt furnishes and it will secure all the tourists the At 5 p. m. there will be a battalion
rural life is
An Entire Change of Pictures at the
Monday
cessful, and it builds up the strength
a platform for all the towns in a coun- city can accommodate.
New Mexico parade and Butts Manual.
Elks' tomorrow night (Sunday.)
will be alumni day.
of the chick as well as kills the
stand?"
ty to come together through a county Democrat.
worms. Price 50c. Get Conkey's and
'
':
committee.
Under its direction and
that of a county secretary and other
Fifty million American citizens liv get a true remedy for gapes. Leo
Fighting Saloon at Tucson.
ing in states, cities and towns which Hersch.
experts in educational work, the
To permit a saloon caught with tho
have outlawed the saloon demand jus
schools, churches, granges, medical goods and the kind of goods found at
tice and a square deal from the pres ontil I rejoice outside of the city
societies, boards of trade, civic im- the Double Stamp saloon to continue
ent session of congress. Pass the limits. As I step on gallantly in the
Sunday in business would be to insult the deassociations,
provement
my eye whisper to my
Webb interstate bill and end an intol
schools and various boys' organiza cent
citizenship of the whole comsoul that there before me stands
and
erable
brewer
situation.
Every
The
work
to
learn
together.
tions,
munity. It is a reflection upon Uie
distiller is against it, but every home black ottomobile like Pyramid. Soon
association in its rural work recog mayor and council even to ask them
is for it. Where do you stand?
my destination I realize & I behold
nizes the need for the conservation of to do such a thing. Tucson Citizen.
man lying stout under same, which,
the natural resources, and in order
I meditate, was to
NAME
refigerate bis
that the boys and young men may be
Land Officer-- - Protest.
head from the silvery Sun. As I apcontent to stay on the land, demon
According to the Estancia Dally
ADDRESS
proach he carries himself from below
strations are conducted showing the
in to sitting position and he hold iron
For Herald, Register Curren and Receiver
possibilities of soil production.
Salazar at the federal land office at
From American Advance, interrogation point at hand & look at
this work it is necessary to secure Fort Sumner
have protested to the
me with face all painting-likwhich
the help of experts at experiment sta
KV
?1M
of
the interior against the
department
chewsame remind me of Black-jacSIGASHO HANGTOI
tions and agricultural colleges. One
severity and activity of inspectors of
ing gum.
day courses are set up in various the
land office in their disCart-Rit- e
"Have you seen Mr.
communities. The county secretary trict general
Japanese Newspaper Man Discusses
Battalion Parade.
who are reporting many homeI
abouts?"
these
Automobiles.
town
experiment softly"
accompanies the experts from
steads for cancellation despite the
He not being of poetic nature say
(By Jno. Roberts)
to town. In some of the regularly or
fact that continued drouth has preTo Editor Santa Fe New Mexican, who with tone of suffragette:
ganized counties as many as 14 to 16 vented cultivation, one
farms in an attempt to care for their
inspector reWhat do
"Yes," I'm he.
because
don't mount ottomobile
you
Corn
centers
are
rural
organized.
In
Kansas
Since
poor.
two
prohibition
hundred filings for cancel
ported
he wear straw hat which go too fast want?"
crowing, poultry raising and fruit latlon in one week.
enforceof
not
rigid
possible
though
I lay my honorable question for my
to hold on.
growing contests are arranged and
ment, there have been no poorhouses,
before his julilhious judgHon.
Mr.
Sir:
classes and demonstrations organized
the farms have been sold because
I hace came to abide in your city ment.
in potato raising, dairying, reforestra-tio- EIGHTH GRADE PUPILS
to
be
no
"farmed"
have
out,
poor
they
"Before I can tell you anything
& study social conditions & reformaRECITE THEIR ORATIONS.
and horticulture..
many counties have no use for their
about
for
same
tions
in
ottomobiles," he persue like
Japanese
The boy in the country needs to
jails for months at a time.
Robins-Carusman Sunday, "you may
& will enter with my pen on otomo-bileContestants Will
have in addition to his school educa Five Successful
traffic
drun
a
that
of
Then
the
community shiftless,
why permit
part
help me shove this car home," he ejaSpeak in Public on Next Wednestion a more intimate knowledge of
ken and dissolute, and then asks the makes "poorhouses" a necessity, that
The same bless your community culate.
'.,
I
i.T
day Afternoon.
j lliuusuiuus,
the natural sciences. Practical edu
.i,M;.n makes charitable organizations a
&ulwi auu
HIES,
law auiuiug
Caruso-musi- c
'In Japan," I explore softly, "when
&
with
perfume &
cation a more intimate knowledge of
part to take up the burden belonging necessity, that burdens the desirable Hon. American Ladies sit in them & mule denies Its same the privilege
The pupils of Mrs. Elliot's room
the natural sciences. Practical rathto this shiftless, drinking contingent. and industrious and sober citizens
look suberbly superlative as ma- to go further, same is tickled under
er than academic information, is im recited their orations yesterday after
In other words carrying double.
with the care of families whose head
Prevention vs. Alleviation.
Mrs.
noon
chine she glide along & Hon. men hoof with pole, fishing or otherwise.
before
the
judges.
on
as
parted through simple talks
Some of the members of the Wom
This is"humane and better than to should be taking care of them him- posing on sidewalk, take their
Miss Frances Abbott and Dr.
"Well, this is no mule you idiot,
McCord,
Union ap allow the innocent to suffer, but it is self, but who, Instead i making himtronomy, biology, botany, zoology, ge
this i3 a gasoline car, an otomobile,"
I ask one person
who have selected from the an's Christian Temperance
sublimely.
before
to
ology and mathematical subjects re Miller,
a
the
a
menace
the
peared by permission
a long way from right, for self nuisance and
them he ejaculate with vigor.
who manufacture
lated to the farm and to the home list, Albert Wheelon, Arthur Gallup, Mayor and City Fathers on Tuesday surely
the thrifty to suffer for the sins of public, to say nothing of the loss to mule-les- s
Ruth
Anita
& he say Sherry if
Frances
"Whereupon same I convprehind,"
hacks
Leeson,
Wientge,
covers
cost accounting,
This training
health and C.
evening in regard to the worthy poor the reckless. An the organized chari- himself, of- manhood,
Closson has same in custody. I I conserve with seriousness, "but if
measurement of garden plots,
the Moore, to deliver their orations at who deserve help in their destitution, ties in existence cannot cover half life?
ottomobile has struck or is slow like
the Commencement
exercises next
approach Hon. Mr. Sherry if & say:
height of trees and other necessary
which is largely caused by no fault the need, they never have and never
It was tola us that one official alone
some one deliver to me Hon. Officials at Washington, same
26, at 2
"Hon.
May
Friday
afternoon,
Sir;
mathematics.
practice in,
of theirs that is, the women and will.
A husband comes
home in ip Santa Fe is contributing about $500 with word of mouth
wano'clock.
aud say you K possible to be made to
It is agreed that the country needs The complete program will be in children and the aged and helpless.
drunken fury, deals a blow or a kick yearly to the support of the poor in hold custody on ottomobiles.
Please der its way, like fairy-talbook, ejasocial
The
inherent
a
life.
organiza- the New Mexican next week.
Of course, the W. C. T. U. present at his wife that injures here internal- the city, this, with what the Woman's teach me about, their habits & re- culate 'in peace,' by giving a little
tion germ of the Y. M. C. A. is social
ed matters from their
more hay."
viewpoint ly and she nnally dies, and her chil- Board of Trade, the City itself and
The following recited yesterday:
for moving."
It takes isolated communities- and George Cartwright. ."Fortifying the which is that "prevention is better dren are scattered Heavens knows various other individuals are doing, quirements
He gave me a look as of wife when
look
Missourian
He
then
and
very
brings them together under the counCharity may provide a lit- totals quite a large sum already amputate:
than cure;" that it is better for a where.
husband is by club. "Be you going to
Panama Canal."
"See Hon. Mr.
individuals
ty work plan. It brings
Louise Dietzel "Who is Great?"
family to live in comfort all the tle food and fuel, even employ a phy- being expended, and to make a thorfor enclosed information, he's help thusly with this car?" he explode
together in groups and Tillages Join Dorothy Flick "Equal Suffrage."
with feaver & my answer was saved
time, cared for by their natural pro- sician, but what is that compared to ough tour of the poor districts tha just bought one E. F. M car."
in play, in intercommunity debates, Arthur Gallup 'The
So I pursue of trail of Hon, Mr. by one ottomobile coming down the
History Of the tectors, than to permit; conditions the wreck of that home, a wreck that past winter would have showed that
contests
to
reach anything like all
intercommunity agricultural
that debauch and impoverish them, would never have happened but for it failed
Express Companies."
who Hon. Sherry-i- f say road with business, same car was re'
and intercommunity church movethe needy.
and and then try to alleviate a little the the legalized saloon.
Eugene Griffin "The Mining
& I Bee one gentleman fleshy semble the one at hand.
is
fat
ments and many programs of social
Governor Mills, our chief executive, promenade down the street to my diStock 'Raising
"What's the matter?" say Hon.
Every head of a family knows that
Industry of New misery caused by their condition;
activities are carried out, involving
Col. Abbott, who was the proud fabetter to prevent a crime than to any family needs daily food, a steady who is always more than willing to rection of the compass.
Mexico."
homes
neighborhoods,
and families, Helen Knapp "The Battle of Long punish it; better to stop trouble at support, and provisions year in and help the unfortunate, attended this
"
"Have a
"Are you Mr.
I in- ther of this ottomobile,
boys and girls.
its source than attempt to stem the out, and this charity cannot provide, meeting and spoke most earnestly in quire modestly. "What is your name," breakup."
Island."
The great need of agrarian repre Ruth Moore "Pets."
become
torrent.
a
has
it
tide when
"I don't know," otter Hon.
except in that hideous provision a behalf of the needy and proposed a I persue with chivalry.
sentation in governmental affairs is Nellie Nusbaum "The Wonders of
e
This point of view, however, was Poorhouse, a word that strikes ter- - systematic way of caring for the
with same experssion- as
"My name is Fred Fornoff," otter
not visibly shared by the Council, and ror to the helpless. Farming out the poor, which met with the hearty ap- - he fierce like, and his shirt blow out
apparent, we are dominated
on his profile.
Nature.".
by
urban aggression. The better ac- Thelma Stephens "Books."
a resolution was passed providing poor to the highest bidder is a hor-- j proval of all who were present and like medals on
Hon. Col., the same who endeavor
Emperor of Germany.
quaintance of 255,000 young men and Frances Leeson "Some Trees and for the appointment to confer with rible expedient, and often the men j his interest in the matter was great-wh- "I am the captain first of the police to know all about ottomobiles as
boys in organized rural
societies
the Woman's- Board of Trade and the
take the poorhouse contracts are ly appreciated by our W. C. T. U.
Their Uses."
"
on
he finish and wait Christian who invent same, when he
with the members of their state legis- Irma Stephens "Education."
to devise
Chamber of Commerce
and unfeeling and their object ganization.
work, for
hour down cellar he
until same sink down to my sole.
latures and the congressional repre- Albert Wheelon "The Spanish Pio ways for some systematic or organiz- is to make just as much money out!
who is always "But, O! Hon. Immaterial Jockey." I otter: "I guess something's the matMorrison,
judge
who
are
to
of
invited
address
ed method
sentatives,
Some of the sad-- ; foremost in all .that stands for the pursue, "do you own ottomobile?"
dispensing charity.
of it as possible.
neers."
ter; we'd better toe her in." Wherethem upon matters of vital current Anita Wientge "The Heroism of
No doubt this is an improvement dest sights our eyes have ever rest- He blink three' time like owl in upon Hon. Gentlemen tie halter on
welfare, also appeared before
cuy's
interest, will do. much to spread a
Women in the Early Days of New on the "hit and miss" method or dis- ed on have been inmates of "Poor-- , the Council and made a most
ottomobile & same
reality and say: "No, I don't. Only Hon. Cart-Rigknowledge of governmental affairs
pensing charity by individuals and
Mexico'
j
.
for the poor of the city, people With fat purse can shop for is lassoed to tail of Hon. Col's otto
'
appeal
quent
unas they relate themselves to rural in- Alfred Wiley "Boy Scouts."
but it leaves
spasmodically,
mobile & Hon. Cart-Rigmount
New Mexico has never. been cursed which, we are thankful to say, are same."
terests. The conduct of town meet- John K. S. Walter "Santa Fe Coun touched the source of the trouble. In with these makeshifts and we
few In comparison to other pities
"Fat
I otter same & handle hoop as cor make
fat
very
hope
purse,
purse,"
ings In which bills are introduced and
fact, it in a way puts a sort of pre- never will be.
ty."
to my heart, then I say way into city.
Good.clean, comfort- - with the same population as Santa solemn-likmium on shiftlessness and irresponsi- able homes for the old and
discussed, involving the value of telI have learu enough about ottomoand Fe.
with tone: "What is fat purse?"
needy
of
A man can with more com
the good roads
ephone franchises,
bility.
Warning to Railroad Men.
feeble should lie provided by every
The Woman's
Christian Temper-state- ,
"A fat purse is just the same as biles.
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me., fort drink up his money it he thinks
movement, parcels post, rural free defor the sick and anca organization has for it3 aim the a full purse," he elocution with smile.
Hoping you are the same,
hospitals
livery, postal savings bank, are all sends out this warning to railroaders: his family will be looked after any- homes for orphans. Fathers and sons removal of the cause,
Yours truly,
it probably I behold that he is fat which same
still,
discussed
be
in
to
"A
the
fellows
vari
who do not drink; should be surrounded
conductor on the railroad my way by the
subjects
SIGASHO HANGTOI.
the best in- -' does as much charity work as any made me speech with myself.
by
ous groups of the young men and work caused a chronic inflamatlon of that a compassionate community will nuences for ma
lung them supporters organizations, not having a specified I "I behold you are fat," I demon- ' '
the kidneys, and I was miserable and not allow them to starve.
boys.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
and protectors of their families, and sum for charity purposes, and more, strate, "therefore, are you full?"
A friend advised
Rural recreation Is another great ali played out.
Connections
It hardly looks fair to the hard- good citizens of their communities. and especially among the victims of
made with Automobile
Then
look
me
man
who
he
like
at
factor in achieving a healthy and Foley Kidney Pills and from the day working, sober,
floor-tacline, at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
citizen, This can never be done while the the saloon traffic.
on
walk
"You
&
explode:
normal living. The boy needs physi I commenced taking them, I began who not only takes care of his own saloon is allowed to exist In their
We are glad to note in Wednesday's picktoothed I'd heathen, for twonick-le- s Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roscal expression particularly in games to regain my strength.' The inflama-matio- n
IS foolish to say New Mexican that the
well at 8:30 a. m. und arrives at RosIt
family, pays his taxes, and fulfills his neighborhood.
& I'd lock you in," this is lanCity Council
such as baseball and relay races,
Cleared and I am far better duties as a citizen, but must subdo not NEED to drink, the sa- did pass an ordinance closing saloons guage which I do not quite under- well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
where one runner depends upon the than I have been for twenty years. scribe to a fund to fake care of the they
loon could not run a week unless at midnight, and providing that cur- stand.
he leave me Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
Whereupon
other for the success of the team
The weakness and duty spells are families of his dissolute
and a saloon like every tains shall be raised on Sunday, all standing thus & I persue my tracks 'ire between Santa P and Torrance)
brethren,
did,
they
ims team work will do much to a thing of the past and I highly simply because He cannot bear to see other line ot business does all It can of which is a
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
step In the right direc- for Hon. Mr.
bring about a neighborly spirit of co- - recommend Foley Kidney Pills." For the Innocent suffer. He permits, by to Induce trade.
I walk along enjoying the spring Roswell $10. Reserre teats on ante
tion, which we are glad to see. If we
We
are
operation.
having communi sale by all druggists. '
consent, sanctions, the making of a
Kansas once had poorhouses and can keep going in the RIGHT direc- nobile by wire. J. W. ff'ockaraV
& Sunshine for its romance
gape-worm- s.
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rubber, boned and wide to wear with Jimulco, say that the federal forces ruptions of the drought and heat and counted for from the fact, that collecwhich evacuated Torreon, in the state heavy world shipments gave a bear- tions of taxes have been made but
them. All the sports and counts,
who count are onto them. Six at of Coahulia, on Sunday night, are now ish tinge to the wheat market today. not distributed to funds, such distriThe troops are Prices, however, were steadied by an bution being made by treasurers the
cost for one week. Beats a corset all camped at Jimulco.
to pieces. Call for particulars. W. waiting for a train to take them to unfavorable official report as to the tenth day of each month according to
H. Goebel, Catron Block.
Zacateeas, but because of the threats crop outlook in Prussia. Opening fig- statutory provision.
Santa Fe, X. M., May 20.
Land Entries
The Weather The range in temp- made by the rebels that they would ures were the same as last night to
The wealher for New Mexico
cent lower.
The following were the land entries
erature yesterday was 12 to 62 degrees dynamite the railroad track if the
is generally fair tonight, cooler
Corn eased off on account of show- here yesterday :
Manuel Salzar,
and the average relative humidity was troops were moved, this train has not
in south portion with frost in
ers July opened uchanged to
Floencio
6 been sent.
Seguro, Palma;
33 per cent.
Maxwell;
at
The
temperature
i cent off.
north portion. Sunday fair and
Aldiri E. Spiggs, Stanley.
a. m. today was 32 degrees which was
Rebels Take Colima.
cooler.
In symuathy with other trmltis Tniv
decidedly colder than yesterday and
Mexi.
May 20. Pas- j oatg opened at last night's figures to
Guadalajara,
NOTICE OF BOND REDEMPTION.
brought out many in overcoats. Ice sengers arriving here today from
j.g cent jower.
To all persons to whom it may conformed under the lawn sprays but it
on
Mexican
Pacific
the
slope,) Provisions weakened with hogs,
Capewell Horse Nails and Cow Boy is believed that the fruit was not in- - Colima,
cern:
News of the early beginning of
report that the revolutionists took
t
Shoes at GOEBELS.
jure(i owing to the brisk wind, the low
Public notice is hereby given to all
Governor
without
bloodshed.
led
to
a
vest
city
Texas
in
further
decline
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone relative humidity and the short inter-owners and holders of the following
Black 1S8. when in need of milk and vai that the temperature remained at dc la Madrid, turning over the gov-- jn wheat but damage reports from Ne- - City of Santa Fe, New Mexico, bonds,
nen
reDel
on
demand.
the
braska caused a rally. The close,
cream. Surplus always on hand.
The mercury did not take ernment
freezing.
that the City Council of said City have
Indicted for Burglary Pablo Cis- - the 32d degree until 5 a. m. and held force tool over the port of Colima, however, was easy at a net loss of exercised the optional right to redeem
i 1.4 cent.
women
in
the
American
all
the
in-city
:
ueros and Estevan Griego were
jt only an hour.
and pay off the Funding Bonds, dated
had taken refuge on board of an
Reports of heavy acceptances by
dieted for burglary at El Paso.
Two Shows always on Sunday American steamer in the harbor. The the
August 2nd. 1897, bearing interest at
weakcountry caused additional
Commencement Gifts Of the new
'nigfit at the Elks'. First one at 7:43. intention of the rebels to enter Co ness in corn. The close was easy the rate of 6 per cent per annum payana latest designs, a visit io iqiua QHt in carjy
able
interest and princent net lower.
lima. was made known in
advance with July
jewelry store or a glance at his ad-- j
Four nc(les Qf Srl0W.B, M.
cipal at Santa Fe, New Mexico, and
and
businessmen
a
the
organized
will help you.
due in twenty years after date and
ryice stated to- - force to
ag of the 0KstTy
leaFOUND KELLY MINES BOOMING.
Arrested for Smuggling Nicholas jay that there were four inches of ders of prevent looting. The
optional at the pleasure of the City,
the rebels, however, sent word
time after ten years from date.
which
any
Hughes, Jr., and John Lurch, were ar- snow jn the Jemez forest
that there would be no looting, and
ContinueJ from Page One.
AH of said bonds mnst be presented
rested at Lordsburg, Grant county. S).0W3 that Santa Fe had a narrow
Aftwould
be
that
order
maintained.
on July 1st, 1911, at the office of the
gave $1,000 bond to appear in ca)e! although a few flakes fell here er the
surrender of the city, the band 438.23, $59,741.62.
,
City Treasurer, in the City of Santa
federal court at Las Crucei.
this morning.
,
$2,876.-32was brought out and the national
Taos $24,725.24, $1,731.19,
Fe, when and where the same will be
Rodeo
Three
at
Deaths
Three
hymn played. The rebels named Miguel
$23,580.11.
paid and redeemed in full, together
AWAY.
FAR
at
PEACE
week
SEEMS
Rodeo,
deaths occurred last
Garcia Tapia as provisional
gover$2,414.25,
Torrancer$18,757.fi6,
with interest thereon to July 8th,
Grant county: O. F. Dobson, aged
nor.
$13,975.72.
1(911, and all of said bonds not pre21 and the infant children of Mrs. F.
(Continued from Face one.)
,
Union $18,640.42, $1,802.16, $5,987.-60Gambling to Cease.
sented "for payment at the above namMcDonald and Mrs. Gradbury. Juarez, Mexico, May 20. Gambling
$14,454.98.
ed, place by July 8th, 1911, shall
week 6o of the various divisions of the revo- and bull
Heavy ShipmentsLast
is doomed in the reValencia $84,197.28,
fighting
$491,64,
cease to bear interest from and after
to
correct.
This
cars of cattle were shipped from lutionists has been
:
of
be
will
Mexico, and there
public
$75,970.05.
that date.
fiordsburg, Grant county, valued at gether with a good sense of patriotism no more gaming or animal torturing
of
a
balance
The
total
shows
Santa
Dated
at
Fe, New Mexico,
The last two months 2S0 to be shown in the agreements for in Ciudad Juarez.
$57,915.
"As is our presiin the treasuries on May 1 and May 13th, 1911.
conto
which
have
I
peace,
from
referred,
cars of ore were also shipped
I am against gambling and bull on deposit $845,604.18.
MARCELJNO GARCIA.
The. .excess
vinces me that if the political ques dent,
Lordsburg, valued at $60,000.
Abram Gonzales, pro- balance shown as on deposit in banks Treasurer of the City of Santa Fe,
fighting,"
says
the peace visional
See That Big Airship in action at tions are well handled
governor of Chihuahua. "All in excess of treasurers balance, Is ac- N. M.
the Elks' tonight. Other subjects which I so earnestly desire will be- gambling concessions made after Nocome
a
fact.
ones.
good
vember 20, the date of the revolution's
A Dandy Line of Mexican hats to
"Referring to myself, I do not know beginning, will be immediately cansuit any one, now on sale at banta whether my personality will figure at celed. All concessions made before
1
all in the events now in the process that time will be honored by
Trail Curio Company.
us,r of
The Panama Loan Copies of the ,U of development with startling rapidity course, but at their expiration no
inin my country, but should I be called more will be granted. This
S. treasury circular just published
applies to
i
viting bids for an issue of $50,000,000. on I will give my utmost efforts to ad both gambling and bull fighting. We
Panama Canal Loan bonds, and blanks vance the ideas I have just expressed now are investigating the keno and
for subscriptions can be obtained at and which represent my sincerest
poker rights m Juarez." And since it
the First National bank.
is known that President. Madero
is
Gymnasium for Agricultural
"Along the path I have indicated strictly against gambling in any form, We have
jusf received a large shipment of fishing tackle which is the largest and
lege The board of regents of the everything may be clone by our be- the national lottery and all gambling
most complete line that has ever been shown in Santa Fe.
New Mexico College of Agriculture loved country and for her, for she lives rights, will eventually go.
and Mechanic Arts awarded to the and ever. will live devoted to upholdA FINE ASSORTMENT OF
the ing the principle of true democracy." BRISK STOCK SELLING "
Las Cruces Lumber Company
contract to erect a gymnasium for
General Reyes said the interruption
MOVEMENT ON MARKET.
in his journey was the result of orfl 3,986.(17.
.
i el
Drink, Then Suicide After drink- ders to remain in Havana which he (By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
a received from the minister of war. He
New York, May 20. A brisk selling
ing several days, Charles Cook,
STEEL
Arizona, said he did not know how long he movement was undertaken when the
bridge builder of Douglas.
FISHING
ft while in El Paso, imagined the Mex- would remain here, on account of his stock market opened today and rewhich cessions in prices were general. The
ican rebels were pursuing him and ignorance of the conditions
then emptied the contents of a shot made his detention in Cuba advisable market leaders were attacked severely
He by the bear traders but the losses in
government.
gun into his head. lie died from the to the Mexican
wound.
thought it. was improbable that the these issues were confined to small
Another
International Game St. government would send a cruiser to fractions. Some of the less active
Michaels college team will play the Havana to transport him to Vera stocks suffered more severely. Efforts
to put up prices were ha,mpered by' a
baseball team tomorrow Cruz.
ft International
General Reyes is reported to have further liquidation in the fertilizer
on college grounds.
The line up of
,
stocks.
Railroad stocks mostly adthe college is as follows: Captain Mi- told the captain of the steamer
ln iJBIGN
Cut'raifjHTllj
,
while he was attending to the vanced the recovery running to about
ft guel Gormaiu.C. Garcia, C. Padilla, V.
effects last half a point iir Reading and Union And everything necessary for Fishing. Come in and and let the man who know
Rivera, J. Johnson. A. Sena, A. Rivera, landing of hts personal
O. Muniz, 15. Vigil, Jose Sanchez is night, that the news from Mexico con- Pacific. Increased activity and better help
you pick out your tackle for the big "FISHING TRIP."
vinced him that it would be unsafe to prices marked the final trading, the
manager.
"Oh You Sports" who wear peg top attempt to reach Mexico City at this active group gaining fractionally over yesterday's close. The market
.
trousers and the new coats! Take a time.
.
Federals Evacuate. Torreon.
closed strong.
"reef" in those waists, it you would
ft be
La Colorado Zacateeas, May 20.
Wheat Market Bearish.
get one of those new,
Parisian Belts. Messengers arriving here today from
Chicago, 111., May 20 Slight inter-& SUPPLY CO.
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Fresh Vegetables

!

I

of all kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
haveji large supply of everything the home and other markets afford.

har-tha-

j

1

i

OUR BAKERY

DEPARTMENT

j

I

.

first class

Everything

6

loaves

of bread

for 25 cents

i

!

j

Phone No. 4.

semi-annuall-

F. Andrews

Phone No.4.

8

Tn0m-ertiseme-

j

j

y

The Giving of Gifts

t

A HAPPY CUSTOM MORE UNIVEREACH YEAR
SALLY OBSERVED

,

4

$824,-014.7- 6

,

PARTICULARLY SUITRD

FOR

THE

OCCASION

::

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-G- old
and
Silver Plain and set with turquoise for chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
WORTHY

Headquarters For

'

YOUR BEST FRIENDS

Fishing Tackle

-

SS

S.

SPITZ

Manufacturing
Jeweler.

ARE YOUR HOSE INSURED?
If hot' try 6

pairs Holeproof for

MEN and WOMEN

guaranteed for six months
M

1

RODS
FLIES
CREELS
SNELL HOOKS

?

LINES

t
i

Ypir-ajiga-

i

TH

".

r3jiy

LEADERS

BAIT BOXES
LANDING NETS

"

KfgpCjl

-

fifOd Bv

SANTA FE HARDWARE

BIG

T O RE
Banner Green Tag Sale
Still On
A

Great Bargain

Don't forget our Banner Green Tag Sale, and get your full share of all the
good clothes and best suit on earth, Hart Schaffner & Marx make.
Owing to the great amount of suits that has been sold during this sale
week, we are announcing another week extension and give you the opportunity
to get a move on yourself and think over the pattern of suit you want, but remember it is one week only, commencing today and ending Saturday 26th.
You can't make a mistake by buying a Hart Schaffner & Marx suit because all
"
guaranteed wool, and first class in every respect.
Another advantage you have when you wear a Hart Schaffner & Marx suit
every tasty dresser will admire it because they are cut and made right and the
swellest styles money can buy. Our 2 piece suits are exceptionally fine in

L,

every respect.

o8

If

'

Copyright rtart iwhafTner tc Marx

Call and see for yourself.

Suits $ 37.50
Suits $ 32.00
Suits $ 30.00
Suits $ 27.50
Suits $ 25.00
Suits $ 22.50

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
"

NATHAN SALMON;

a

': r

y

, v

$ 30.00
$ 27.50
$ 25.00

$ 22.50
$ 20.00
$ 17.50

4

M
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